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Mtierra Led? er & Times

Murras, Ks., Thursday Afternoon, Januar) 31, 1980

Slick Streets
Cause Schools
To Close Again
Local schools were closed today for
the second day in a row because of the
on the city streets and county roads .a
treacherous undertaking.
Calloway County Schools superintendent Jack Rose announced this
afternoon that no school'will be -hetd-in
the system Friday. The decision to
cancel classes today was made Wednesday night, according to Rose.
Murray
Independent
Schools
superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey
decided early this morning to cancel
classes. Although in-service for city
schools teachers was held Wednesday,
none was scheduled today. No decision
will be made on Friday classes in the
city system until tomorrow. .
Statewide, the suddenly seasonal
winter weather switched its offerings
today from snow to bitter cold.
The National Weather Service
forecast called for snow to end across
the state today, leaving behind accumulations of up to seven inches in
some areas. Rushing in behind the
storm system, however, was an area of
high pressure that promised clear skies
tonight, along with temperatures at or
below zero. The coldest readings were
forecast for the northern Kentucky
area, where lows tonight will reach as
low as minus 10.
No significant melting is expected in
the next day or two, but matters are.
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Murray State Impact Shown

County Realizes
$51 Million Gain
EDITOR'S NOTE - Subsequent and
paid by university-related personnel in
more in-depth articles dealing with
local taxes.
some of the major areas in which Dr.
The supporting direct and indirect
Mathis' study reflects the economic
costs of Murray State to the residents of
Impact of Murray State University on
Murray and the county was estimated
City -dr-Murray and Calloway- at 12,043,15 in the study which took
County will be carried in The Murray
more than three months to complete.
Ledger & Times on-a weekly basis for
-Included were direct costs of $754,344
the next few weeks.
for local government services and
41,227,850 for educating universityThe presence of Murray State
related students. An indirect cost to the
University in Murray helps keep West
city resulting from revenue lost from
Kentucky cash registers ringing to the
tax-exempted, university-owned
tune of more than $51 million a year.
property was listed at $61,121.
This consistent intravenous feeding
The increase in net income in Murray
of
the
economic
arm
of
the
area
SCOUT DRIVE-The kickoff for the ate anced gifts promotion of the annual
is
and Calloway County attributable to the
reflected in a recently-completed
Calloway County Boy Scout Fund Drive recently was held at a luncheon at
the
presence of Murray State in the comimpact study by Dr. Gilbert L. Mathis,
Murray Holiday Inn. The general fund drive is slated to begin Feb.6. Discusiin
g
munity was estimated at $17,296,22$
a professor of economics at the
the drive are ifrom left) Nelson Shroat, financial drive chairman Harold
;
annually, the study showed.
university.
Doran. district financial chairman; and Richard Tebbetts, executiy e director.
This included
While it is impossible to calculate
an
estimated
$11,546,612 retained by local business
_ _precisely the university's economic
-firms and included -in-the- $34,523,409
impact on the community and its
direct annual benefits, plus an
surrounding area, Dr. Mathis' study
estimated $5,749,617 which was accrued
does reflect an estimated, universityindirectly through local respending.
related annual benefit to the economy
The study also pointed out that the net
of Murray and Calloway County of
increase in employment in Murray and
$51,785,114.
C lloway County directly related to the
At least 77 percent of the university's
presence of Murray State in the comfunds come from outside Calloway
munity since its founding in 1922 was
County,including $24.5 million from the
estimated at 3,738 full-time jobs.
state and $1.6 million from the federal
Coping with day-to-day activities in
motNists to exercise caution when
This net increase included 995 fullgovernment, said Charles D. Outland,
winter's snow and ice can be a major
driving and to drive only if it is abtime jobs which had been created
the controller at the university. Student
undertaking. However, if residents
solutely necessary.
directly through employment by
aid for the current school year, he
remember certain precautions, winter
Drivers should begin applying their
Murray State and that an estimated
added, also will be in excess of $5.5
can be made easier.
brakes long before attempting to stop at
2,743 full-time jobs had resulted from
million.
Caution is the name of the game when
an intersection. Brakes should be
additional business activity induced
driving on slick streets and roads.
pumped, not hit suddenly. If the car
,Mathis' study reflects $34,523,409
across the university because of the
Local law enforcement,efficials remind
goes into a skid, the motorist should
which is injected directly into the local
presence of the university.
take his foot off the brake so the car can
economy yearly because of universityThe study went on to point out that the
be steered in the direction of the skid.
related expenditures plus the multiplier
expansion in the local bank credit base
A spokesman for the Calloway
effect of those dollars as they were
resulting from deposits by Murray
County Humane Society reminds
respent in the area, giving ihe $51
State and Murray State-related perpetowners to protect their pets from the
million annual benefit.
sonnel was estimated at $5,901,321.
cold. Their homes should be kept warm
The $34,523,409 in direct 'annual
This estimate, Mathis said, was
and dry. Birds should also be
benefits, the Mathis study shows, inbased on direct deposits of the
med a task force to ie vestig
the need
: membered when SPOR, covers the
cludes. $3,439,649 received.from direct
university and its related personnel of
of gasohol by Kentucky farmers.
ground and blankets their food. Birduniversity expenditures; $11,575,686
$6,278,625.
Bruce Sauer, of the Kentucky
seed, suet and table scraps all make a
received from expenditures from
A native of Christian County, Mathis
Department of Energy, explained the
welcome sight for birds. The food
faculty and staff; $16,425,316 received
has been on the Murray State faculty
available federal programs on gasohol.
should be placed in a feeder or on a mat
through local expenditures of
since 1966 when he received his doctoral
He added that over 90 pieces of
or sack to keep it dry.
.
university students; $2,272,445 spent
degree from Ohio State University. His
legislation currently before Congress
Postmaster Virgil aliam reminds
locally by visitors to Murray State
teaching specialities are agricultural
concern gasohol. Sauer said goverment
Murray area residents that rural mail
personnel and functions and $810,313
and international economics.
officials want to get all the facts on the
carriers will need some assistance
product before they completely endorse
during the winter months.
it.
Rural carriers will make every
W.E. Parrish. the Mayfield -Graves
reasonable effort to serve as many
County spokesman on gasohol, and
customers as possible during severe
Forrest Burchard, a Graves County
winter weather, but Gilliam said
agribusinessman, were in charge of the
carriers are not expected to leave their
meeting.
vehicles and provide service on foot
By The Associated Press
Another meeting for all those inA new explosion of fighting in Iran's
when roads, entire blocks, or other
KABUL Afghanistan (AP) - Ten
terested in the gasohol project
rebellious Kurdistan region has left at
large portions of their routes are immore planeloads of Soviet troops and
currently is being planned.
least 50 persons dead over the past two
passable.
supplies arrived at Kabul airport,
days, a rebel spokesman said today.
"Rural carriers are expected to leave
delaying civilian traffic. Meanwhile,
Some Kurdish leaders appealed to the
their vehicles to serve temporarily
the new Afghan government broadcast
hospitalized Ayatollah Ruhollah
blocked individual boxes where there is
the confessions of the murderers of the
Khomeini to intervene personally to
no risk of personal injury or unusual
first communist president.
stem the bloodshed.
physical exertion," Gilliam said, "but
The Soviet AN-22 cargo planes landed
At the same time anti-government
not when access to several mailboxes
at the Afghan capital Wednesday,
violence was reported around Shahre
affing a continuous segment of a route is
parked nose-to-tail in the snow, and
more detailed review of the bureau was
Kord, an area of central Iran populated
blocked."
began discharging troops in heavy
needed.
by Lur and Bakhtiari tribesmen, who
Gilliam said his office keeps in close
winter gear, heavy trucks and smaller
"The intial review indicated to me a
have often resisted central government
contact with traffic and weather advehicles in full view of foreign
pressing need f61- an immediate incontrol. And Tehran Radio gave the
visories to determine if delivery should
travelers.
vestigation of numerous apparent
first details of clashes r.V.z.ds-z..-zday in
be suspended on a particular day and
Gesturing loadmasters waved the
discrepancies in the bureau's taxation
the heart of Tehran between Marxist
with highway department officials to
vehicles off the tarmac, and two AN-72s
and regulatory functions," Metts said.
and anti-Marxist militants
make sure public roads are passable
took off within seconds of each other on
Metts said he immediately called the
and in good repair.
a parallel runway after discharging
matter to the attention of Gov. Brown.
"We need everyone's cooperation in
rgo.
their cargo.
o
and they agreed that Attorney General
keeping approaches to boxes clear of
fficials said civilian air
Beshear should be called into the case.
snow and any other obstructions,"
traffic was delayed up to 40 minutes
the statement said.
Gilliam said, "so we can avoid cutting
because the Soviets weren't clearing
anyone's mail delivery even temthe runways fast enough.
porarily."
The Soviets poured an estimated
Dale Burkeen was bound over to the
80,000 troops into Afghanistan in late
February Calloway County Circuit
December and early January to supCourt grand jury following a
port the coup Dec. 77 that eliminated
One Section-12Pages
preliminary hearing on murder
President Hafizullah Amin and to help
Aces _
_
8
charges Wednesday afternoon in
the Moslem rebellion that has plagued
Classifieds
10,11
Calloway County District Court.
successive governments since the first
small purchasing procedures when
Comics
10
"Probable cause was detain-tined by
communist coup in April 1978.
they are expending money that has not
Crossword
10
District Judge Sid Easley in the case
President Mohammed Daoud was
yet gone into the county treasury. In
Dear Abby
3
against Burkeen, 46, who is accused of
reported killed in the 1978 coup and was
this instance they are considered a "s
Deaths 8/ Funerals
12
the Jan. 20 shooting death of Loyd
replaced by Nun Mohammed Taraki.
separate public agency and covered
Dr. Lamb
5
Green, 51, at a TVA recreational area.
He was ousted last October by Amin,
separately
under
Model
the
Garroit's Galley
4
The only prosecution witness was
his prime minister, who announced that
Procurement Code.
Horoscope
9
Kentucky State Police detective Sam
Taraki" died of an illness.
Local Scene
23
Renfro, who investigated the alleged
Small purchases is the area of the
Amin was reported executed several
Opinion Page
4
new law which will require the greatest
murder.
hours after the Dec. 27 coup, and Kabul
Sports
6,7
Easley said that Burkeen, of the
amount of initial time and effort for
Radio is now reporting that Taraki was
Shiloh Community, may remain at his
public agencies in Kentucky. Later,
strangled on Amin's orders. This week
home after posting $50,000 bond. He can
however, if will be The simpliest, sifiee
it broadcast taped confessions by the
leave his residence only when acthe written policies will establish a
palace guard communications officer,
companied by his wife.
permanent guide, and monthly reports
Capt. Abdul Wodood, and two fellow
•
to governing bodies will provide easy
officers, identified as Rozi and Iqbal.
Clear and very cold tonight.
checks and balances.
Wodood said Taraki was led to a
Lows from zero to 5 above.
sentry's bunk and made to lie down,
Cost savings can be realized under
Mostly sunny but continued cold
the code if governments use the inthat lqbal sat on his chest, and Rcrzi
Friday. Highs in the low to mid
choked him with his hands and jammed
tergovernmental
purchasing
Ns.
a pillow over his mouth and nose.
procedures allowed in the new code
Medical, legal, and law enforcement
Extended Forecast
"Mr. Taraki Was martyred after 10 or
Assistance in preparing this type of
professionals, as well as several
Sunny days and clear nights
15 minutes," Wodood said.
purchasing procedure is available from
teachers and parents, have been invited
are expected Saturday through
the Department for Local Government
"Roni closed Taraki's mouth," said
to a specie meeting of the Murray
Monday. Highs will be in the 30s
!ghat. "However, his legs began to
Independent Board of Education at 7
The main feature of the code is the
on Saturday, in'the 40s Sunday
kick. Rozi hollered at Wodood to hold
tonight at the board office building,
requirement that everything be
and 40s to mid 50s on Monday.
his legs. So he seized them but still they
The panel will discuss whether a drug
established in writing, that procedures
Lows Saturday will be in the
kicked. He asked me to hold his knees.
problem exists in the community; if so,
thus established be followed and that all
teens, and in the 20s Sunday and
After that he pushed a cushion into his
to what extent; and what the school
actions be available to the public. This
Monday.
mouth
And when he released him,
system and citizens can do to become
also includes a written code of ethic.
Taraki was dead."
informed and aware of the problem.

expected to improve dramatically
through the weekend. Highs Friday are
feeeeast--to-be--near-20,._with tem,
peratures gradually climbing into the
mid 50s by Monday. No precipitation is
expected during that period.
Kentuckians awoke today to a
blanket Of white that covered highways
statewide. The main problem early in
the day was plowing through drifting
snow, but motorists later in the day
faced slippery going as traffic packed
the snow onto roadways.
Each Kentucky State Police post
reported that highways were slick and
hazardous, with snow depths ranging
from two inches in the extreme west to
eight inches in the Morehead-Ashland
area.State. city aad_COunty crews were
out early today plowing and salting
roadways, police said.
Main roads and driving lanes on
interstate highways were plowed after
traffic flow tapered off dramatically
late Wednesday. Police said that what
traffic there was on the highways was
, moving, although there were several
accidents reported.
In anticipation of treacherous conditions today, many city and county
school districts cancelled classes.
Kentucky's biggest storm of what had
been a mild winter slipped into the state
before dawn Wednesday. By midmorning, most reporting stations had at
;east three inches of snow on the
ground.

Residents Need To
Observe Precautions

Gasohol: Petitions Given To Mayfield Board
-0

Petitions in favor of a gasohol plant
fur Mayfield and Graves County were
presented to the vice,chairman of the
Mayfield -Graves County Industrial
Development Board Wednesday.
Containing over 1,100 signatures of
interested persons, the petitions given
to vice chairman Ray Edwards
requested that board members investigate all possibilies of locating a
gasohol plant in Mayfield or Graves
t',oun
Gasohql is a mixture of 90 percent
unleaded gasoline and 10 percent
ethanol alcohol.
The action followed an informational
meeting on gasohol and possibilities of
a Graves County plant Tuesday night at
the Graves County Courthouse.

The prospect of a gasohol plant was
given support from three state
politicans during the Tuesday meeting.
In letters read to the estimated 100
persons in attendance, Sens. Walter
Huddleston and Wendell Ford and Rep.
Carroll Hubbard all commended the
project and supported all efforts for the
possibility of building a gasohol plant.
Bill Cherry, a Calloway Countian and
field representative for Huddleston,
presented the letters from Hudcileston
and Ford, and Bob Kemp, a Calloway
County farmer, read a telegram from
Hubbard.
Martin' Yopp, an assistant in the
Kentucky Department of Agriculture,
told the group that agriculture commissioner Affien Barjeley III has for-

Ten Planeloads Of Soviet
Troops, Supplies In Kabul

Vehicle Bureau Probe To Begin
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Stite
Attorney General Steven Beshear says
an investigation
of "possible
irregularities"inthe Bureau of Vehicle
Regulation will begin immediately
The probe was requested Wednesday
by Gov.-J-0bn Y. Brown Jr. and Trangiortatiein Secretary Frank Metts.
In other developments, two veteran
officals in the bureau, motor-vehicle
tax director A.A. Flatt and motorcarriers director Harold Bernard,

confirmed that they have resigned,
effective Jan. 29.
Commissioner O.B. Arnold, the head
u." the bib tole, eesigned last week.
The bureau's functions include taxing
licensing and regulating the intrastate
trucking industry.
Metts said in a prepared statement
Wednesday that a preliminary review
of the bureau's., practices and
procedures, begun When he assumed
office December 11, indicated that a

Require More Attention From New Code

SmallPurchases Biggest Problems
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the final
part of a three-part series dealing with
the new Model Procurement Code that
became effective Jan. 1, 1980, for all
local public agencies. The law addresses purchases made by all such
agencies.
FRANKFORT - Small purchases
create the greatest problem for public
agenciee and require more attention
under the new Model Procurement
Code.
"Small purchases" is considered to"
be anything less than $2,500. Purchases
amounting to more than this figure
must be advertised for bid in accordance with the law.
Each public agency, under the new
law, must establish written procedures
following making all small purchases.
Purchases of all items ordinarily
purchased as a "unit" - paper,
typewriter ribbons, paper clips,- must
be added together to assure that the
total expended does not exceed the
$2,500 amount. The time period for this
total figure is a fiscal year, unless the
agency can show a shorter period Ls in
its best interest. Even if a shorter

period is to be used, the time must be
established in writing and used consistently.
A study of expenditures from a
previous year should help in making
these determinations and should form
the basis for the written policies an
agency is to follow. Once these figures
are compiled they may be used in
planning the budget for future years.
Local decisions and writing the policy
based on those decisions is more important in small purchases than in any
other phase of the new law. This is true
because so many options are offered to
the agency. The law frequently states
alternatives when "in the best interest
of the agency."
Purchasing may be delegated. It may
be placed in the written procedure with
each person given purchasing authority
also assigned a maximum they are
authorized to spend.
Where it is impossible to determine
the exact quantity needed, an agency
may need to create an open-ended
contract and may do so if the written
policies stipulate when and how it is to
be done.
Fee officials must also establish

Dale Burkeen Bound
Over On Murder
Charges At Hearing

today's index

clear and
cold

Panel To Discuss
Drugs In Community

k
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Our Valentine Gift
For You
February 1st thru February 14th
A Selected Group

Discontinued
Wedding
Gowns

Thursday,Jan. 31
()pen installation of the
Electa Chapter No. 476 Order
of the Eastern Star will be
held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Temple at Cottage
iirove. Tenn. -

Thursday,Jam.31
l'hird night of exhibition of
Dieatra Blackburn works in
ink wash, pencil drawings and
charcoals will be from 6 to 8
p in. at Mason Art _Gallery,
Hart Hall, Murray State
University. This is free and
•pen to the public.

General meeting of the
Calloa ay County American
Agricultural Movement will
be held at 7 p.m. in Calloway
County .

Saturday,Feb.2
Al-A-Than is sche4uled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pa villion, College Farm Road.
This is a. support group for
families - and friends of
alcoholics and for information
cull 437-4229.

Gamma Gamma Chapter of
tet.a Sigma Phi will have a
party at 7 p.m. at the
•,,niniunity Room of the
\orth Branch of the Peoples
Hank. All local chapter
members are invited.

Sunday,Feb.3
Guest violin recital by
Harriet Hancock, Murray,
will start at 3:30 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center,
Murray
State
University. This is free and
- open to
ths public.
Dedication of the new
building at the Elfn Grove
Baptist Church will be held
with regular morning services, fellowship meal at 12
noon, and dedication service
at 2 pin.

Tickets for the Murray
Christian Women's Club Guest
Night Banquet at the North
Branch ofthe Peoples Bank on
Feb. 8 will be on sale from 10
a.m.":to 6 p.m. at the downtown'
Installation of new elders at
branch of the Peoples Bank or
the
First Presbyterian Church
call
Lois
Green,
759-4635,
for
Friday,Feb. 1
will take place at 10:45 a.m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens information.
III. be held and tall 153-0929
In 9 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
,ifternoon shopping.

--Murray,. State University
Men's Racers will play Akron
in an Ohio Valley Conference
basketball game at 7:30 p.m.
inthe MSU Sports Arena. The
I ad y Racers will play the
University of Kentucky at
I ex ington.

Shirts Teaseermr"

Sunday,Feb.3
Two-day workshop dealing
with environmental approaches to special education
in the I and Between the I akes
will open today at Brandon
Springs Group Camp, Land
Between
the
Lakes
Representatives from lo
school districts in west
Kentucky, west Tennessee
and southern Illinois will
participate.
Boy Scout Recognition
Sunday will be held at the
10:45 a.m. services at th,.
First Christian Church.

A
weigh
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Terry
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Hospi
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1 and
Pau

IVO Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to

THE

At An Unbelievable Savings!

Center with lunch
son.ed at 11:45 a.m.
ri ioi
-FT—T-Prilig
. ram for the
Elderly will be at Douglas
k'enter with meals served at 12

A
-was
Dou
Stre
Jan.
Cal

!1i

Ends Tonite :25,9:20

Church Women United will
nave a board meeting at 10
• a.m. in Gleason Hall, North
12th and Payne Streets,
Murray. Plans for thF March
'7th World Day of Prayer

"Tholleremodo-Trionele:-(4)- Starts Tomorrow
Al locks they were 'cokes

One chance in a lifetime to make a dream come true at a sensational low price.

4/3
Cash and Carry On1)1
No Alterations-No Refunds
No Exchanges

;

tTh
.g

The Shon)case

7th Week•EMI! Soon

7:20.9:30 ,
THE
ELECTRIC
HORSEMAN

121 Bypass

Senior violin reCial by Constance Sue Ottway, Evansville, Ind., will begin at 8:15
p m. in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
•

thestm.01 54 •7.53-.1.114

Glidden's B,EStLATEX wall paint...
Strong on quanty and lasting good looks!
•Seneethes out to on elegant, flat finish
'Touch finish scrubs clean, stays colorful
'Excellent coverage in ever 1200 colors
•Latex gees en easily, dries fast

Brushed & Nylon. Reg. to 2999

Try the semi-gloss enamel that's as easy
to use as latex wall paint!
*Gives a great woad-gloss look to walls and trim
'Easy to apply latex soapy water cleumup
•Colers match SPRED SATIN Wall Paint

We do contract work on painting, floor
covering, wall covering, draperies and shades.

Black's Decorating Center

40% to 60% OFF!

Saturday,Feb.2.
Dance featuring the band,
twice As Nice, will be held at
the Murray Jaycee Building,
Highway l'21 North, from 8
p.m. to 12 midnight. The
public is invited.

WINTER COATS!
•Jackets in many styles & fabrics 2900
Reg. to 4999-

Jackson
Purchase.
Invitational Gymnastics Meet
will be held from 9:30 a.m. to
430 p.m. at the 'Southwest
ca noway Elementary School.
Murray State University
Men's Racers will play an
f ihici Valley Conference
oasketball game with the
Tennessee. Tech Golden
Eagles at 7:30 p,m. at the
MSU Sports Arena. The lady
Racers will play Tennessee
Tech at Cookeville.
Singles Unlimited will have
a progressive dinner with food
served at four homes and
ending at the home of the Rev.
and Mrs. Bob, Farless.
Members will meet at 5:30
p.m. at the parking lot of the
First United - Methodist
Church and go by bus to the
various -tiennes. Oost will be
per person. and dinner
reservations -should be made
by calling 753-2479 or 753-5823.
Temple Hill 1dge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons
-Will meet-at-7 p.m.'atthelodge-hail_ Work will be in the
Matter Mason degree. - •

•Storm Coats with removable
ings
'Reg. to 4999

290o

•Wool Coats — classic styling i.n
fashion's latest colors.

49130

Reg. to 8999
-

•Furs — stylish rabbit fur jackets,
long & short with full & pieced
pelts. Many colors. Fur origin
France.
Reg. to 9999

5900

MIS
SES PANTS!
Poly-garba

rdine fashion pants
withfrw
oa
n itszt.ipR
peerga.nde9
19lagstic
sided

Corduroy, flannel, and polyester gabardine
fabrics in fashions latest styles.

Reg. 2199

Square ana mind dancing
will' be held at 1.:30 p.m. at the
Wooduien.of the World Hall. .

1

Open Ilee.-fri. 7 NI II, Sat.$42
*Floor Covering *Picture Frames 'Wall Covering *Custom
Drapes *Rods *Bedspreads
*Sign Point *Drywall Mud

LINGERIE & ROBES!

7th Week•Ends Soon

STEVE MARTIN

HOSPITAL NEWS

I

1-28-80
Newborn Admissions
Brown, Baby Boy (Brenda 1,
1622:Walnut, BentOti; Mardit.
Baby Boy (Gloria), Rt. 6 Bx.
205, Murray, Witte, Baby Girl
Barbara), Rt. 2 Bx. 147B,
Murray.
• Dismissals Jacob W. Canup, RI; 1,
Hardin, Bradley Haley, Rt. 1,
Almo,
hleConnell, 1713 Plainview,
Murray, Mrs. Debra J. Jones,
Rt.3 B.1026, Murray, Roy I .
English, 415 S. 4th, Murray,
William G.. McCuiston, 1704
College Farm Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Jettie M. Hargrove, Rt.
5:Cadiz, Bonier Bazzell, Rt. 1,
Kirftsey, William Whitis, 518
S. 13th; •IMIrrily,"Fradces G.
Smith, 509 F1eale, Murray,
Ralph .1 Nelson, 1200 Doran
Hd., Murray.

JOHNSON BOY
" Mr. and Mrs. Bill Johnson,
S. Market Street, Paris,
Tenn., announce the birth of a •
baby boy; ,Thomas Earl, .
weighing six pounds eight
ounces, born on Friday, Jart.
411r-5t- the, Murt,aY.-.011117war tounty Hospital.
Paternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Shankle
and maternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Hatcher.,all of Paris, Tenn.
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100% Polyester Shirts! Choose
from solids, prints, florals and
geometric patterns. Reg. 1999 to 2499%;

SWEATERS!

Top off your wardrobe with sweaters!
Misses and junior sizes in poodles,
lurex, terrys, chenille and cowlnecks.
R.19" to 2299

699

COORDINATE
GROUPS!
National Brands Missy R99
Sportswear Coordinates %°
Shirts, sweaters, pantt, vests, blazers
-skirts. Reg. to 2499

DRASTIC DRESS
REDUCTIONS! -

100's more 'Junior, Misses & Halfsizes
— -Reduced- for clearancelreg.
700

900

1100

.•••

•
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UNDERHILL BOY
Jason Lynn is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Ron
Underhill of Benton Route 5
for their baby boy, weighing
eight pounds one ounce,
.measuring 20,2 inches, born
on Saturday, Jan. 5, at the
Munray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandmothers are Mrs.
Marbeth Belen of Benton
Route 5 and Mrs. Lorene
Underhill of Murray Route 3.
A great grandmother is Mrs.
Josie Jones of Benton Route 5.

ht•
SWIFT GIRL
A baby girl, Trisha Lynn,
weighing seven pounds 13
ounces, measuring .19 inches,
was born to, Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Swift of Gilbertsville
Route 1 on Friday, Jan. 4, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Ruth Class Plans Event At
Meeting Held At Jerry's

WALKER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Walker of Calvert City Route 2
are the parents of a baby girl,
Staci Re4ecca, weighing nine
pounds
five
ounces,
measuring 20 inches, born on
Wednesday, Jan. 16, at 6:26
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs..Fount Walker of Calvert
City and Mr. and Mrs. Jim
West of Benton.
GD3SON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. James Gibson
of 2610 Kiwanis Drive,
Bowling Green, Ky., are the
parents of baby girl, Jayme
Carol, weighing seven pounds
nine °tutees, - infasuring 21 _
inches, born on Friday,Jan.25
at 4:36 a.m. at the City-Cotuity
110SpItal there

Novalee Swift of Hardin Route
1 and Mr. and Mrs. Meredith
_Pam of Benton Route 11._
WALKER BOY
A baby boy, Brent Douglas,
-wa,s born to Mr. and Mrs.
Doug Walker, .1518 Murray
Street, Mayfield, on Sunday,
Jan. 13, ,at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

31, ills

and Trent 4. The father is a
claims adjuster with the Farm
Bureau Insurance Company in
that area.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Brandon.,
Mrs. James
Murray Route 2, and Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Gibson of Trenton, Tenn. Maternal great
grandmother is Mrs. Suella
Futrell of Murray.

The Ruth Sunday School Class
of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church met at Jerry's
Restaurant on Tuesday, Jan.
29, at 1 p.m. to discuss plans
for a bridal tea W be given in
honor of Mrs. Brenda Turner
Butler, daughter of the Rev.
and Mrs. Bill) Turner.le
The tea will be held Sunday,
Feb.. 24, at the church parsonage fellowshiji hall frOrn 2

to 4 p.m. All members aria
families of the church are
invited.
Present were 1.arue Turner,
Frances
Cooper,
Jean
Paschall, Martha MathenY,
Mary. Hurt, Betty Lockhart,
Juanita Collins, and Betty
Morris, members, and Jan
Walker, visitor.
Martha Matheny, president,
presided at the meeting.

INA Petef
SORORITY MEMBER
Dana Mansfield of Miiray
members initiated Jan. 20 into
the' Alpha Gamma Delta
Sorority at Murray State
University.
'

NEW MEMBERS
John Hart and Sian Bone_of
Murray.are amt.-tit-Me newly
initiated members of Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity at
Murray State University.

ANNUAL STYLE SHOW-The planning committee for the annual style
show held by the
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club met Jan. 24 at the home
of Betty Lowry.
The show, planned for March 18 at 12:30 p.m.at the club house, will be on
the theme of "Spring Potpourri" and will feature fashions and models from many local
stores. Tickets will
soon be on sale from members of the Music Department,and at the Bank
of Murray and the
Panhandler. Committee members pictured, left to right, are Irma La
Follette, Pony
Garland, Betty Lowry, and Rebecca Dublin. Not pictured are Fransaella
Cole and Annie
Nance.

Jackson Purchase Invitational Gymnastic Meet
U.S.G.F. Sanctioned
Saturday, Feb. 2, 1980
Southwest Elementary School Gym

Children SO`
Adults $1.00

GWEN'S

I
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PARIS PATIENT
NAMED OFFICER
Elvin,Claxton of Hamlin has
Ken Orr Brandon of Murray
been - dismissed from the has been named as an officer
Henry
County
General of Kappa Alpha fraternity at
Hospital, Parts-, Tenn.Murray State University _
OFFICERS NAMED
Anions the new officers of
Sigma Chi fraternity at
Murray State University are
public
David
Reeves,
relations and alumni; Dean
Cherry; ways and means;
Terry Grogan,athletics.

Hosted By

Murray Tennis Center Inc's
School of Gymnastics

2302 KENTUCKY AVE. PADUCAH,KY.
AND
HWY.148SOUTH OF HERRIN, ILL.

PHONE,442-3600_

FINAL
CLEARANCE

SALE
SAVE

50°A)

OFF

OUR ENTIRE STOCK
FALL & WINTER

• OATS
• DRESSES
•SLEEPWEAR
•SPORTSWEAR
• ASST.TOPS

4 .1.•
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CERTIFICATES OF RECOGNITION were given to the Ula Faust nominees from the Jackson Purchase District at the
luncheon meeting held by the Kentucky Human Services Association IKSHAl at the Holiday Inn, Mayfield, on Jan. 16.
They are, pictured, Mary Lee King, 1979, Dot Kunneeke, 1978, Davi& French, 1977, Iris Holley, 1976, and Sybil Bell 1975.
The -Faust award is given ainUnIIITUrnit9CRSA-menzber-winrhas-made-signifieant tentributians-ta-theAssociation_aad_
who has demonstrated his or her commitment to promote social welfare in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. The award is
named for Mrs. Ula Faust to honor the years she served as Executive director of the Kentucky Welfare Association (1962
until her death in 1971). Eevery year each district in the state selects one outstanding member of its district. The awards
committee selects one entry as the Faust Award recipient for that year.
- ,

Northside Baptist Women
To Meet,,McCuiston Home
The Baptist Women of the
Northside Church will meet
Monday, Feb. 4, at 7 p.m. at

.Refreshments were served
bY Mrs. Bridges. .Others
present
not previously

McCuiston.
All members are urged to
attend to make plans for the
Valentine supper for members
and husbands in February.
At the January meeting held
at the home of Jean Bridges
the lesson on "The Mission
Call" was led by Ann Salmon
with each member taking part
in the discussion.
The call to prayer with
scripture from Genesis 22:1-14
was given by Judy Jones.

11;inolton and Janice Graham.

•

9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
John Pittman of Hazel has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital,Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Recently dismissed from
I.ourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Mrs.Bobby Richardson of
Farmington.
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WINTER
COATS

By Abigail Van Buren

Pastors Find'
Pantsuitable
'DEAR ABBY:I can't believe that you let Mrs. B.(the lady
in pantsi get away with one of the oldest dodges in the Christian world. She stated that she asked "someone" if it was all
right to wear pantsuits to church and was told it was "frowned -upon." So now Mrs. B. sits at home in front of her television. filled with anger and bitterness against "church
people." •
Thikis one of the saddest situations a minister has to deal
with. It's just -another case of a person who was looking for
an excuse not to attend church -and found one.
• That lady couldn't have been very sincere about her faith
in Jesus-Christ to let one person's answer to a "set-up" question keep her away from the worshiping,family of the
church. God doesn't care what she wears to church,and most
Christians would have been sympathetic if ,they had known
the reason behind ,her inquiry.
So please,. Abby, don't, let Mrs. B. feel that she was
justified in- cutting herself off from other Christiana for any
reason. She will by-the -loser in the long run by.denying
many fine Cheistiali, people the opportunity to show her the
kind of Christian love she obviously needs so badly.
REV.,12,AV,ID BASS'
6.
UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL
CA PE'GIRARDEA U. MO.
a

DEAR- ABBY: Mrs. B. from De Funiak Springs, Fla., who
has to wear heavy surgical stockiiiis becauie of v,aricose
veins, said she asked someone if it was acceptable for a
woman to wear pantsuits to church. She was told that it was
"frowned upon."
•
You said people should not criticize until they have walked 20 years- in her surgical stockings. You may have given
some comfort to the lady. but with all the experience she's.
had with doctors, surely she knows how important it is to
get a second opinion: in this case, from the minister of the
church.
.
' -Perhaps you already have received a communication from
the De Funiak Springs Ministerial Alliance telling you that
"someone" does not speak for the churches. If not, why don't
you have your editor there poll the ministers as to how
much, if any, frowning would be done upon. a woman worshiping in a pantsuit?
Incidentally; recently at a formarchurch wedding, I noticed that several attractive pantsuits in the congregation
brought admiring glances- not-frowns.
•.
ARTHUR O. ACKENBOM
MINISTER, UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
LONE OAK,TEXAS
DEAR Reverend ACK ENBOM: No word thus far from
the Ministerial Alliance. However, concerning pantsuits in
church: Unless the "nay" comes from the horse's mouth
(meaning the ministarl, I would consider it acceptable.
DEAR ABBY: Would you have any use for tr4 poem written by my husband's cousin? Her name is Jean Sidebottom.
She recently lost 20 pounds. and is having a tough time tr.&
ing to keep it off.
"DIETER'S PRAYER
Give m▪e strength, Oh Lord, I prayHelp me make it through the day.
Deliver me from snacks and sweets.
Keep my mind off high cal treats,
Tempt.me not with French cuisines,
Bid me flee soft drink machines,
Turn my eyes from ice cream bars.
Stay my hand from cookie jars.

HELLO, DOLLY: The prayer is tope Tell Jean Sidebottom I'm on her side.

I

OPEN FRIDAYS
,
TIL 8:30 P.M.

Low Low Down-To-Earth Prices In Every Department!

1DecutAtibt

DVAR REV ERAIW xtilotildirr-lbethr-- Leer
Methodist minister in Texas:

N.
,
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ENTIRE STOCK
Regularly 80.00 to 350.00

3990To16600
-BOOT & SHOE
CLEARANCE
"--e°
Lot

PANTS & SKIRTS
Regularly 18.00 to 44.00

1133 1.12_ Off

Regularly 19.00 to 65.00

50% TO 75% OFF
SWEATERS
Regularly 18.00 to 32.00

113 TO 1/2 OFF
WINTER HANDBAGS
Regularly 11.00 to 44.00
549 TO 2199

ASSORTED JEWELRY
Regularly 3.00 to 12.50

99' TO 599
COORDINATES
Regularly 22.06Vo 70.00

1/3 TO 1/2 OFF
BRAS & GIRDLES
•

Regularly 7.50 to 20.00

WINTER
DRESS
CLEARANCE

3" TO 1599
ROBES & LOUNGEWEAR

Regularly 32.00 to 86.0d Regularly 21.00,to 52.00

Hang in there with me, Lord, Amen."
DOLLY GAEDE,LAMED.KANSAS

BANKCARDS WELCOME FREE PARKING

WAY

NOW

1/3 OFF

1199 TO 2599
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Looking Back
.10 Years Ago
State Representative E. Guy Lovins,
Democrat from Murray, is pictured at
his desk as he serves the Fifth District
(Calloway and Trigg Counties) in the
1970 Kentucky General Assembly,
Frankfort. He is a member of the
Agriculture and Natural Resources,
and the Health and Welfare committees.

Free Enterprise
What Does It Mean?
The following essay on free enterprise, written by Lisa Chaney, was a
national DECA winner last year.
Everyday many people go to work in
the United States. Some of the people
work in factories, offices and on farms.
These people make over a billion
dollars worth in goods and services.
The government does not tell the people
where to work. They also do not tell
them what crops to grow. The free
enterprise system Is a privilege people
have in democratic countries to carry
on their business as tht choose.
Over two hundred years ago a man
• from SeotLand named Adam Smith
wrote a book called The Wealth of
Nations. In those days the government
had practically complete control about
how the basinesses should be operated.
Gold was waited mainly by the
government, and they tried to get the
people to sell most of their products
where they could be paid in gold. Then
Adam Smith suggested in his book that
people should sell their goods where
they could get the highest prices.
Smith's ideas were used in European
and American countries. The people
found it worked very well. Then a
problem -arose, -ttie- riumbti of people

had increased. More contrql from the
government was needed. The first laws
that were passed to control this
problem were the Anti-trust acts in the
United States. In the time of the Great
Depression Great Britain and the
United States passed the Labor and
Social Security Laws. Businesses are
still free, and the people have a choice.
In other countries the government
controls businesses. The main ones are
Fascist and Communist countries.
These governments determine the
number of people for each job, they also
determine the price for the products. If
a business is losing money, that
hu
s_ _can____only_ _st• when the
government tells them to stop. This
type of government is a very bad
system, especially when it comes to
freedom in businesses.
Unless a business is free the workers
are not free either. Most people agree
that there has to be some government
control on• businesses, but too much
control can cause problems.
The people in the United States
should appreciate the privilege they
have to run a business as they choose.
The free enterprise system is pest for
the people and we should be thankful we
live it) a country with a democratic
form of government.
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Deaths reported include W. A.
Jackson,89, Mrs. Minnie Doran,92, and
Mrs. Frances Stubblefield, 87.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Allbritten of 605
Ellis Drive, Murray, celebrated their
65th wedding anniversary on Jan. 30.
Miss Susan Young, daughter of
Malvin and Fannie Young, was married
to Thomas Stephen Sammons, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John I. Sauunons,on Jan.
9 at the Kirksey Church of Christ.

_ •
arrott's Galley

Tripp Williams, son of Mrs. Beck
Wilson, outstanding offensive- and
defensive end on the 1969 Murray High —
School Tiger football team, has been
named to the "Honorable Mention" list
of the Sunkist-Coach and Athlete 1969
South Prep Footbal All-Amerim
Team.
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E" MILVAST
By M.C. Garrott

From 175 To 125 Pounds On 500
Calories A Day In Prison Camp

In Tuesday's column, I began the
story of L. K. Pinkley's capture and
By The Associated Press
tually all of the Nixon papers and tapes.
imprisonment by the Germans during
Last year, Chinese First Vice
Today is Thursday, Jan. 31, the 31st
the Battle of The Bulge of World War II.
Premier Deng Xiaoping, closing
day of 1980. There are 335 days left in
Here now are some of the experiences
the year.
meetings with President Carter and
he had before he was liberated 3Today's highlight in history:
congressional leaders, called Moscow
months later.
On Jan. 31, 1958, the first American
the world's "math hotbed of war."
Having been taken to the little
satellite, "Explorer I," was laiinched
Today's Birthdays: Author Norman
German town of Bad Ord, Pink and his
from Cape Canaveral. Eleven years
Mailer is 57. Actress Carol Charming is
fellow prisoners were marched up a
59.
later, NASA announced tentative plans
anountainside to an old, unheated
for a lunar landing.
Thought for today: You must scale
German garrison which hadn't been
On this date:
the mountain if you would view the
used for some time. It was labeled
In 1917, Germany annoUriced a policy
plain. — Chinese saying.
among the German prison camps as
of unrestricted naval warfare in World
Stalag 9-B.
War I — a major factor in American
"We were really hungry by then,"
intervention.
Pink said. "it had been a week since we
In 1928, Leon Trotsky was expelled
were captured and the small can of
from the Soviet Union.
potted meat we had been fed two days
In 1943, German troops surredtiered
after our seizure was all the food we
They marvelled and glorified God
at Stalingrad.
had been given."
which had given such power unto men.
In 1974, a jet crashed in American
They had been in the old garrison
— Matthew 9:8.
Samoa, killing 95 of the 101 people
about two hours when they were lined
All creative power, healing or
aboard. ,
up and told they were to be fed. "This
redemptive, inherent in man is of God.
Ten years ago, the Pentagon anturned out to be some kind of green
It
is
not
self-created nor created for
nounced that 34 old F-100 fighterstuff, something like turnip greens," he
self-alone. It is granted to be used and
bombers would be given to Taiwan.
recalled,"and it had been dumped into
not abused. Hoarded power withers on
Five years ago, a federal judge said
big pots unwashed and boiled."
the vine. Therein is God mocked.
the government has legal title to virNot having any mess equipment or
utensils, Pink and his buddies had the
++1-*+-4-40-+-4041-40-444+++++4-4-94-4,-9-404-0-1-04-44-4-eee•-•-4-44-+++++44-e-es
stuff ladled into their helmets and
gulped it down — dirt, grit and all —
from
their hands. Within hours, vir—.782
tually every man in the camp had
diarrhea.
+++
After 30 days in the old Bad Ord
garrison, Pink and all the other noncommissioned officers were taken to
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
the rail yards for another train ride —
coprisfit,181$
this one of two days to Stalag 9-A at
Ziegenheim.
Pfc. J. Hugh Mason was killed in action in Geirriany March 24,
There he became one of ft280
1945, according to a message to his mother Mrs. Maggie M. Johnson
Americans in the camp,which also held
captured soldiers from many of the
of Murray. His father was Luke Mason. Pfc. Mason' was serving
others nations fighting the Nazis, in'with PatIon's 3rd Army. in Germany. A brother, Cleavie, was serveluding Russians.
ing with the armed forces in France at the time of his
brother's
Here he remained until he was
death.
liberated on March 30, 1945, by advance
units of the Americans' 3rd Armored
Soldier Tommie lVilliam Harris, son of Mrs. Dennie Harris of
Division.
Dexter, was killed in
While imprisoned, Pink saw his
1945; according to a message
--rtteiired-b7The-saidier's--wlfrut
weight.
4,Fep. tom
12Z_
stfarils -hart—twii
pounds in the 3Iz months.• The
brothers also in the service.
prisoners were fed the same thing
every day by the Germans — a cup of
The comity joined the nation in mourning the death of the
"hot tea," which Pink said was unfit to
President of the United States, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, on
• drink, in the early morning; one loaf of
April 12, 1945. It was one of the sadder days of history for this
bread for each seven men at noon; and
county, and one that will probably forever be remembered by
a bowl of watery soup at night.
those who are living today. The President was well into his fourth
"An American doctor in the camp
estimated we were getting something
four-year term as chief executive of the nation.
like 500 calories a day," he said, "as
Pvt. Burley E. Jones, son of Mr. and Mis. Euel Jones of Highcompared with the 1,000 a day a patient
in a hospital would normally get. It's a
land Park, Mich., and husband of Ruby Jones, was killed
in Gergood thing we were liberated when we
many, on March 19, 1945. Pvt. Jones, a native of near Ahno,
was
were, because we could have never
reported missing in action earlier in the month. In addition to
made it through the summer."
his
• pazezzts—and-wife;-he was-survived by two daughters, Ruth Ann
At one point during his imand
Sandra Kay.
prisonment, Pink traded his 17-jewel
wristwatch to a German guard for a
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Jim H. Lewis, Pvt. Troy Lewis, near
half-can of smoking tobacco and a can
Dexter,
was killed in action in Germany April 1, 1945. His wife,
of sardines. "All we thought about was
Katherine
food," he said. "All we talked about
• 'Washburn Lewis, reported her husband had been
wounded in
was food — what we were going to fix
France, but had sufficiently recovered to rejoin his combat
outfit
first when we got home."
in Germany where he paid the supreme sacrifice to
his country.
+++
Although they had no newspapers or
Pfc. Carlis C. Hurt, 33 year old son of Thad Hurt of
Michigan,
--radios, Pink and his fellow prisoners
was killed in action April 1, 1945, in Luzon, Philippine
knew pretty well what was going on
Wands.
Pvt. Hurt was called up from Calloway County Dec. 28,
from day to day in the war.
1942. Two
sons, Orlon, 15, and Kenneth, 11, survived their heroic
"There was this one prisoner whom
father.
we knew only as Phil," he said. "Every
The parents of Pvt. Cody A. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
day, he would-come into our barracks
Taylor
of Murray, received two postal cards and a letter from
and bring us news of the fighting.
comrades
"We would station lookouts to watch
of their son, reporting that Cody had received serious
injuries to
for
the guards,and he would get up on a
his hands and legs while in combat and was now
a prisoner of war
table and tell us what was going on. We
in Germany. The letter%indiecated his feet would be
never knew where he got his inamputated.
Pvt. Taylorawife died 11 months previously and his
formation, and we didn't ask him
little daughter
because it could have meant-hLs life if
Nancy was living with the grandparents who received
the messages
the Germans found out. But after we
out of North Germany on April 23, 1945.
were liberated and got to read a lot of
the back LISBOS Of The Stars and
a / ay
jr-ehapth ofitre-iittrieifeary Red• Cross reported
Stripes, we learned that everything
the week of May 24, 1945, the following prisoners'
of war hacY been
k'hi1 had told us was exactly,right."
liberated'by the victorious Allies: Ply) D.
Jones, Gene Cole, Joe
Some of Pink's German guards were
Bob Beak', I,ieuf. Randall Patterson and Staff
"mean," he said, recalling one, "Old
Sgt. L. K. Pinkley. Jr.
Horse Face," in particular, while
To -Be Continued
others were "pretty decent fellows."

Bible Thought

ran

For unruly prisoners, the Germans at
+++
Stalag 9-A had an outdoor wire pen
The front was moving too fast for the
about 15 feet square. As punishment, advancing Americans to spend much
prisoners were put into the pen and left
time at the camp, and, after throwing
without shelter and fed only a cup of
off some food for the prisoners, they
water and a piece of bread a day for
were off in pursuit of the fleeing Gerclays at a time. Some died in it.
mans.
+++
With one of the first units to reach the
On the night of March 29 — 100 days
camp after its liberation was a Red
after his capture
Pink knew the
Cross detail — complete with coffee and
advancing Allies were nearing the
doughnuts. One prisoner, unable to
camp. He could hear the rumble of
contain himself and with his system so
artillery not far away, and that night
weakened by hunger, ate so many
the German commander made it known
doughnuts it literally cost him his life.
that afl the prisoners would be marched
Once conditions stabilized, Pink and
still further to the rear the next morthe other prisoners were taken to an
ning.
airfield and flown out of the combat
"We held a secret meeting that
areas. He sailed for the states from
night," he said, "and agreed that as
England on April 16 and arrived back in
weak as we were we would try to
Murray on the 29th — eight days before
overpower our guards on the road if
the war ended in Europe with Gerthey tried to move us." Fortunately, no
misny's unconditional surrender.
such drastic . measure became
+++
necessary.
-Pink still maintains contact with
The next Morning the prisoners
several of his fellow prisoners. One,
listened apprehensively as no rumble of
Sgt. Quint Hine, is a vocational ag
artillery could be heard.
teacher in Somerset, Pa. Another,
"It was dead quiet," Pink said, "and
Jhruny Williams, lives at Valdosta,
we didn't know what to expect when
Ga., while another, Ben Tingle, is an
suddenly the Germans began hastily to
automobile salesman in Chattanooga,
leave. Soon only the prisoners were left
and still another, Leo Leisse, is with the
in the camp,then all of a sudden there it
Missouri Pacific Railroad in St. Louis.
was, coming through the woods, the
"We've never tried to hold a
prettiest sight we'll ever see — a big,. reunion," he chuckled, "but
we've
mean-looking American Sherman tank.
talked about it." They'd have a lot to
We had been liberated."
talk about.'

Letter To The Editor

A Letter To Brezhnev
Dear Mr. Leonid Brezhnev,
(an open letter)
Head of Soviet Union
I want to thank you personally for
waking us up here in the United States.
Since Vietnam we have felt so guilty
and been So afraid of our shadow that
we had just about been lulled into
thinking that you no longer really
pelleyzd _your....Corrwineistic expansionistic global ideokibf.
Mr. Brezhnev, your cruel and cynical

Invasion of Afganistan and the banishment of Nobel Peace Prize winner
Adrei D. Sakharov has restored my
faith in Russian communism! Can the
Russian Bear change her spots?
Perhaps so — but so far they all seem to
be in place!
Keep up the good work — Mr.
Brezhnev! Some day you may bury the
West — unless you hang yourself first
by your own petard!
David Rqes
Box 447
Murray
-s
WRITE A LETTER
letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be-signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number wilrnot be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense • or reject any letter and
Limit frequent writers. .
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray hedger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Murray, Ky 42071
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Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
His very name has come to be
synonymous with an angry tirade, and
an old friend once told me he had "the
angriest God in the book!"
Given this popular view of the Old
Testament prophet Jeremiah, it is
encouraging to see these words of
comfort in chapter 17:
Blessed is the man who trusts in
the Lord, whose hope is the Lord;
he's like a tree planted beside the
waters thaj stretches out Its roots
to the stream: It fears not the heat
when It comes, It's leaves stay
green; In the year of drought It
shows no distress, but still bears
fruit.

20 Years Age
The organizational meeting for the 4H Tractor Maintenance Project will be
held tomorrow night, according to Bun
Harlan Hughes and Glen Rogers,
leaders. The sponsors are John Parker,
Standard Oil Agent; McKeel Equips
-extent Company; Billington-iones
Tractor Company; Stokes Tractor and
Conner
Company;
Implement
Implement Company; and Vinson
Tractor Company.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Wavel
(Lucile) Camp, 53.
Jerry and Talbert Bedwell have been
accepted for Junior membership in the
American Guernsey Cattle Club.
Elected as officers of the Murray
Magazine Club at the meeting of the'
group held at the home of Mrs. 0. C.,
Wells were Miss Cappie Beale, Mrs.
Cullen Phillips, Mrs. George Upchurch,
Mrs. Leland Owen, and Mrs. B: F.
Scherffi us.
Kirksey beat Hazel and Almo beat
New Concord in the sent-finals ofthe
Calloway County High School
Basketball Tournament being played at
the Murray State College Sports Arena.
High team scorers were Coleman
Reeder for Kirksey, Jimmy Wilson and
James Erwin for Hazel, Torn Lamb for
Also,and John Dunn for New Concord.

)

f

30 sears Ago

)
..DrAiugh L. Houston, physician at the
flouston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc., has been
reelected as a member of the Board of
Trustees of the Blue Cross Hospital
Plan at the meeting held at Louisville.
Rue Overbey, general office manager
of the Murray Manufacturing Company; has been named the 1950 Fund
Campaign Chairman for the Red Cross
annual fund drive which begins in
March, according to Troy Gllciewell,
fund drive publicity chairman.
The total number of students
registered at Murray State College
today was 1,171, according to Erl
Sensing, publicity director for the
college.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. William L. Barnett on Jan. 24,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sutherland
• on Jan. 25, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
- Reuben Chrisman on Jan. 25._
•
"Received a nice story this Morning
from L. J. Hortin, now a teacher at Ohio
University, Athens. Story pertained to a
picture of Nathan Stubblefield in the
Washington Post. He was listed as one
of the men contributing greatly to the
advancement of the half-century,"
from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C
Williatns.
T
)'01.11ICIA,
As.a..service to, our readers, The
Murray
Ledger
le
Times
riodically publishes the addresses
of the state and 'federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses-.
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4f07 Dirksen Building
Washinten, D. C. 20510
• ri •

Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington,6. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when th4 General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1564-2500 or'hy writing to them in care
of the. 4140.. r_..nitni
rApAiert, Ky. _40601. Home
addresses of state legiVators
serving Calloway"County are.
Sen. Richard Weisenberger .
Route 7
ayfield, K 42066

C.

)

)
)
)
)
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HEALTH

PAINTING

His heart's too slow
ns,
at
ict
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ly,
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• 5,

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB - What
can you tell a young man of 80
years about a slow beating
heart') It varies from 36 to 42
and 48 to 52 per minute. I'm 5
feet 10 and weigh 150 pounds
My blood pressure is normal_
I had an electrocardiogram
and brain scan and a chest Xray. I don't smoke or drink. I
have had diabetes for 15 years
and use one diabetic tablet a
day My specimens are O.K. I
have a bronchial condition
that interferes with my
speech and breathing. This
leaves me weak and tired. In
the last two months I have
had two blackouts.' They
occurred after nrmating early
in the morning.
— -After- using -a -Helfer --monitor and other tests, my doctor_
told me that I'm a candidate
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for a pacemaker • and he will
take this one step at a time. In
the meanwhile. I'm on Lasix
and I feel a bit lightheaded
and tire easily. Will you
please tell me more about a
slow beating heart, condition
that would help me understand it better and perhaps do
something about it?
DEAR READER — As I've
mentioned before, many
healthy young people have
very slow resting heart rates.
A well-trained endurance athlete commonly has a resting
heart rate below 50. When it's
a normal response to physical
conditioning, we really don't
think Much about it.
The difficulty in Under42Th4in .the prohlem is that
the exceptionally heaithrindividual can have a slow rate

but older people with heart
pacemaker put in.
disease can also develop a
To give you some more genslow rate from entirely differeral information on heart rate
ent reasons.
and its significance. I'm sendYour story sounds like you
ing you The Health Letter
have heart block. That means
number 9-8, Your Heart Rate.
that the normal electrical
What It Means. Other readers
impulse passing down from
who want this issue can send
the top of the heart to the
75 cents with a long,stamped,
heavy beating cham6ers is
self-addressed envelope for it.
blocked. That's OK: too as
Send your request to me, in
long as the heartbeat doesn't
care of this newspaper, P.O.
get too slow. But as a person
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
gets older and has some
New York, NY 10019.
underlying heart disease
Now the problem with tellanyway, those slow rates are
ing you exactly what to do is
not effective in providing adethat I really don't know for
quate blood flow to the brain.
certain that you have heart
That's why individuals with
block. That has to be proved
this problem may feel faint or
by your electrocardiogram.
actually pass out. Whenever a
For the benefit of other readperson starts having fainting
ers, the Hotter monitor that
spells associated with a heart
you wore records the electroblock, it's time to have a
cardiogram continuously for

FREE ESTIMATES

DIAL 753-0839

CARLOS BLACK JR.
& SON
PAINTING CO.
701 South 4th St. Murray, Ky,

7:00 a.m. to 12 Noon
We are extending this invitation to you, the people of Murray and Calloway Cou
nty to stop
by'and meet the new management and also to talk with representatives fro
m Farmland Industries

-NA
FREE
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Parra residents make up
about 3 percent of the total
United States population. The
figure was 30 percent in 1920.
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Parking Lot Marking
We Are Fully Insured
No lob Too Large or Too Small

Saturday,February 2nd
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and
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hours at a time. By examining
such a record, a doetot can
see if there are periods of
blocks that might be associated With fainting
You could have blacked out
had a fainting spell for
untlrely different reasons. It
"old be that you are low on
salt and water which may be
related to the Lasix medicine
ou re taking. It's also
true
that a -number of men are
prune to feeling faint or actualty fainting immediately
after urination. This sets off
powerful reflexes that can
cause such a reaction.

COPEN OSE.
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Residential-Commercial Interior Exterior -Spray-Brush-Roll
In Shop Spraying of Yard Furniture Shutters-Etc

Donuts
Bill E.Brown
Manager

Allen Cunningham
Asst. Manager
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James
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Fertilizer
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If you have any questions about
•Fertilizer •Feed •Chemicals •Seeds
Stop by and talk with Bill, Allen or Johnny,they are ther
e to help vim.

INDUSTRIAL ROAD
753-2924
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After Two Road Wins

Nudges Warren East

Murray State Seeks
Revenge Against Akron
the winner moving into a firstplace tie with Murray.
Murray is coming off road
wins at Austin Peay and
Georgia
Southern
last
Thursday and Saturday.
"You get out on the coact/and
win a couple with people
running, at you, it helps your
presence of mind," Murray
coach Ron Greene said. "You
are pretty _ much alone out
there.
"Tonight. I hope we can get
out of the gate as well as we
did at Georgia Southern. We
are just going to keep doing
what we have been doing, just
try to do it better."
Murray had trouble getting
started at Akron, falling
behind 42-26 in the first half,
They played us a 2-3 zone
there," Greene said. "They
ran out on us pretty well and
got behind us. It's important
to stop their fast breaks."
Murray also shot one its
poorest field goat pscrentages
• Through six games,they are of the season at Akron, hitting
5-1 in the conference, one only 38.4 percent. For the
game ahead of Western season, Murray is holding
Kentucky in the win column. steady at 46.9 percent.
Western will be hosting 4-1
Freshman guard Mont
Morehead State tonight, with Sleets has moved up in his
By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
At 7:30 tonight, the Murray
State Racers swing into "the
last mile," or the second half
of.: their Ohio Valley Conference season, depending On
how one looks at it.
For Murray, every -game
will be critical enough to make
it seem like the tiring phase is
stillahead of-them. Fortunately, tonight's game
against the Akron Jips at
Racer Arena will not count in
the conference standings.
But Murray should have
plenty of incentive tonight
after losing at Akron earlier in
the • season, 85-79. Murray
coach Ron Greene had warned
before that game that Akron
was looking to prove it
belonged in the conference.
However, the Racers now
have a loftier goal ahead of
them. They have a chance to
prove they are the best in the

ovrT

AI

Moore Preserves Rating

offensive production, tinproving his shooting to 47.3
percent and increasing his
scoring average to 15.7 points
a game. Sleets is also the
conference's leading free
throw -shooter with 82.6 percent.
Another freshman, forward
Glen Green, is up to 49.1
percent from the field and 79.2
from the line. He is also
getting closer to double
figures in scoring, averaging
8.5 points a game. Green is
second on the Racer club in
rebounding with 6.1 a game.
Akron brings an 8-8 overall
record, compared to Murray's
13-5, into the contest. The Zips
loste their last game at Clevveland State Tuesday night,
89-63.
They are led in scoring by
brothers 6-foot-3 guard
Wendell Bates and 6-6 forward
I.ance Bates, with 15.2 and 14.6
scoring averages, respecforward Dave
tiie1y
Mason is right behind them
with a 13.9 figure.
Coincidentally, the three
showed their balance against
Murray in the first game,
scoring 18, 17 and 18 points.
..

MONT SLEETS
Murray's 5-10 freshman guard has moved up to
fourth in the OVC in scoring and first in free throw
shooting.
the season, playing nationally
ranked Kentucky in I,exington
tonight.
Kentucky is ranked 17th in
the country with a 13-1 record
is led in scoring by freshman Torward Valerie Slut, the
brother of former UK football
an-American Art Still.
Meanwhile, the Murray
Murray takes a 10-11 overall
State lady Racers face record, 2-5 in the KWIC, into
probably their sternest test of the game.

In other OVC games tonight;__
fourth place Eastern Kentucky takes its 3-2 record to
Middle Tennessee, 2-3 and
sixth place Tennessee Tech, I5. travels to Austin Peay
winless in six conference
games.

Brooks Leads LaSalle Past ND
By The Associated Press
A team that plays together
usually wins together, says
Dave -Lefty" Ervin in so
many words.
"The strength of the wolf is
in the pack," said the LaSalle
basketball
coach
metaphorically after a 62-60
upset of eighth-ranked Notre
Dame Wednesday night.
It was the leader of the
pack, however, who bellied to
fashion the victory -forward
Michael Brooks. Continuing
his powerhouse season,
LaSalle's leading man scored
29 points as the Explorers
handed the Fighting Irish only
their third loss this season.

And they did it in style,
leading for all but 24 seconds
of the game.
"Brooks Vas as pure as he
can be," said Ervin.

and played the percentages by
fouling him," said Phelps.
'They just didn't crack under'
pressure."

Elsewhere,
third-ranked
Notre Dame Coach Digger Kentucky edged Auburn 64-62;
Phelps thought so,too.
No.4 Syracuse walloped
"He's a great athlete," said Temple 93-77; No.5 Duke
Phelps, as good as any in the defeated Wake Forest 82-61;
country."
10th-ranked Louisiana State
nipped Vanderbilt 83-81; No.12
The Irish. came within one
Maryland turned back No.I3
point of the Explorers seven
Virginia 63-61 and No.20
times, the last at 56-55 with
Kansas State defeated No.14
2:39
remaining.
The Missouri
66-64.
Explorers, however, held- on
Roosevelt
as they* converted six free
Bouie's careerthrows in the final 1:40,four of high 30 points paced Syracuse
them by Greg Webster, a 44 over
Temple,
the
Orangemen's 55th straight
per Cent free throw shooter.
."We knew the kid's average homecourt , victory. The

Syracuse center scored 20 of
his points in the first 17
nunutes as the Orangemen
took off toward their 18th
viclory in 19 games.
He still hasn't peaked yet,"
said _Syracuse Coach Jim
Boeheim of Bowe. "He'll be
better later this year,and he'll
be even better next year."
Boeheim was happy with
more than just Bouie, though,
after the overpowering
Syracuse show. ,
"I don't think there's a more
unselfish team in the nation,'
his'
Boeheim
of
said
Orangemen, whose only loss
this season was a one-pointer
at Old Dominion."I'd pay a lot
of money to see this team

. I don't think I can say
ei:ough about these guys."
\like Gminski, scored 32
points- and Gene Banks
oilected 28 as Duke coasted
prtst Wake Forest. The Demon
Deacons led duke 31-16 with
minutes left in the first
half, but the Blue Devils
ripped off 14 straight points en
7.Iute to their 17th victory in 20
,:ames this season.
-The. biggest favor we gave
Duke. all night was getting a
big lead • and giving them • a •
chance to run with us," said
Wake Forest Coach Carl Tacy.
"We spent much of the second
half worrying about what we
did wrong in the first 20
minutes.

Ole Miss Stuns UT, LSU Escapes
By The Associated Press
Mississippi's Elston Turner
returned home Wednesday
night and changed the complexion of the Southeastern
Conference basketball race.
The Knoxville vtive poured
in 29 points as Ole Miss

overcame a 15-point deficit in
the final 15 minutes and upset
Tennessee 66-61, knocking the
Vols out of a four-way share of
the SEC lead.
Two other leaders barely
survived. Third-ranked
Kentucky registered a 64-62

victory over Auburn on fresh- - The
other co-leader,
man Dirk Minniefield's shot Alabama, had a relatively
from the right corner with one easy time, shooting a
second remaining and So. 10 blistering 68 percent in
the
I.ouisiana State trimmed - second half to pound reeling
Vanderbilt 83-81 On Jordy Mississippi State 10.68 in a
Hultberg's two free throws. regionally televised game.
with eight seconds left.
Meanwhile, Georgia
retained fifth place in the
standings by pounding hapless
Florida 76-48, with the Gators
playing without leading scorer
Reggie Hannah, who missed
the team's flight to Athens
Tuesday.

"Where You Save
Does Make A Difference"

Earn The Community's Highest Savings Rates

30 Month Money
Market Certificate
February Rate- 10.65%
Compounded Daily

6 Month Money
Market Certificate
11.846% Feb. 1 thru Feb.6
--$10,000 Minimum Deposit--Substantial Interest Penalty For Early Certificate WithdrawalFederal Regulations prohibit compounding of intedest on this
type account

Murray Murray
FSIK
Downtown
South
Branch - Hopkinsville Branch.
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
7th and Main
753-7921

mmaMoms
(FAID.P.

. 7I5So. 12th St.
753-1214
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bad. This win was as good as a
million points for us."
.
:
.
:You would really have to
dig to have something bad to
say about this team," said
Coach Sonny Smith of Auburn.
8-10 and 4-7. "We have had too
many last-second losses, but
they are not snakebit."
Macy led Kentucky with 14
points and freshman Darrell
I.ockhart had 16 for Auburn,
which had a 39-26 lead just
btfore halftime.
1SU, 15-4 overall, led by 16
"We're finally reaping the points with 14 minutes-left but
benefits of having_ qalitv
had to survive a Vandy rally
people as well as talented
Hultberg's free- throws gave
basketball players," said the Tigers a three-point lead
Coach Bob Weltlich, following
with eight seconds left.
Ole Miss' fifth victory in its
Durand Macklin led ISU
last six games. "I think we're
with 30 points and Ethan
a team to be reckoned with
Martin and Howard Carter
now."
each had 15. Reserve Jimmy
tallied 16 for the ComJohn Stroud, the SEC's Gray
modores 10-8 and 4-7.
leading scorer, added 23
"This game was an alarm
points for the Rebels, 11-8 and
us,'sad ISU Coach Dale
for
5-6, who trailed 46-31 with 15
Brown. "We were a tired
minutes left. Reggie-Johnson
basketball team out there
tallied 21 for Tennessee, which
trying to cast and you can't
toZik its fourth straight defeat.
do that ip this conference."
"We simply _ failed to ---- "We-did-a -good job- of--catexecute at both ends of the ching up," said Coach Richard
floor," said Coach Don DeVoe Schmidt of Vanderbilt. "We
of Tennessee, 12-7 overall and had a lot of chances, and they
7-4 in the conference. "Our did what we wanted them to do
concentration was poor and in the stall -'Make a few
we missed too many one-and- mistakes."
ones."
Sophomore Eddie Phillips
-They're struggling," scored a career-high 30 points
Weltlich said of the Vols."And and grabbed 14 rebounds as
I feel for them, because we've Alabama, 12-7, destroyed
MSU in the second half,
been througll it, too."
"I just let it go and it went handing the Bulldogs their
in," Minniefield said of his sixth consecutive defeat.
shot that lifted Kentucky to 18- Freshman Jeff Malone led
4 for the year and 8-3 in the State, 10-9 and 4-7, with 18
points.
league.
"It was a good win for us
"On that last play we were because they took us to the
going to take what we cools) woodshed over there," said
get," said Kentucky Coach Alabama Coach C. M. Newton,
Joe B. Hall. "It was a tough referring to State's 80-66
shot. It was great for him and victory in the first meeting at
,us that he made it. It will..., -Starkville earlier this season.
make him a better player
"Alabama played much
down the road."
better here than they did at
Hail said Auhttn,_ _MVO our -plate bevause Phillips
dropped a 6745 decision at played with much more in'Kentucky onIyle Macy's 20- tensity, and that was a big
footer at the buzzer, played difference for them," said
well. -"If they had won the Coach Jim Hatfield of the
game, I would not have felt Bulldogs.

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
I.EXINGTON, Ky. 1AP) Louisville Moore collected
nine of 15 first-place votes, but
preserved its No. 1 ranking by
just two points over Warren
East in this week's Associated
, Press boys. high school
basketball poll.
Moore was named as low as
eighth on one ballot, but
repeated as the top ranked
team in balloting by sportswriters and broadcasters
from across the state.
The Mustangs improved to
17-2 by defeating intracity
rivalSt. Xavier 80-71.
Warren EaAt, meanwhile,
crushed 'Russellville 76-55 and
moved back into second place
after a week in third. The
Raiders received four votes
and finished .1,%•ith 206 points to
Nloore's 208. •
Franklin County moved

I.exington Bryan Station. 163, squeezed past Lexington
Catholic 69-66 and fell from
sixth to ninth.
Covington Holmes dropped
two positions to 10th, despite
an 85-73 victory over
Maysville that raised the
Bulldogs to 12-2.
Heoding,the bottom five- was Louisville Iroquois. 12-3,
which . thrashed... _Louisville
Western .79-38 and advanced
one position.
o isville Central, meanwhile, fell from eighth to 12th
at 14-4, despite a 99-61
walloping of Shawnee.
Lincoln County. inched up to
13th at 15-1 by whipping
laurel County 93-74.
Shelby County's victory
over Ballard raised the
Rockets to 94 and earned
them the No. 14 rating. Shelby
County had dropped out of the
poll seven weeks ago.

from fifth to third, despite
falling to 15-4 in a 574i2 loss to
No,7 Frankfort.
Louisville Ballard slumped
to 14-3 with a 71-62 loss to
Shelby County and a 76-47 rout
of Louisville Waggener. The
Bruins fell from second to
fourth with one vole.
Owensboro dropped One
position to No. 5, at 16-2,
despite bombing Davies
County 93-73.
Oldham County pummeled
d*kndnig state champion
Lexington Lafayette 82-67 and
jumped three notches to head
the middle five at 18-2.
Frankfort encored its
Franklin County victory by
humbling Owen County 91-63
and advanced from 11th to
seventh at 14-2.
North Hardin, 15-1, grabbed
the remaining vote and moved
up two rungs to No. 8 by
blasting LaRue County 94-66.
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The Golden Bear Returns
dozen events. And,for the first
"Last year was the first I
time ill his unmatched career, hadn't played in the Crosby. It
he failed to win. In almost two was a mistake. Maybe I
PEBBLE BEACH, 'Calif.
decades of competition, he should play more tour1AP - Jack Nicklaus aphadn't, finished worse than naments," he said
proaches his comeback with
fourth on the money-winning
the thought and fierce itast-y a r he was 71st. He
determination trial NIS made
4144,,aualify , for the Ryder
him the greatest player gollop
'Cup- te4a hi nor the field for the
has known.
World Series of Golf.
-In same ways, last year
"There's nothing wrong
was good and in many ways it
was bad," Nicklaus said with me physically. There is
before teeing off today in tilt nothing wrong with my ability
ALUMINUM
first round of the Bing Crosby to strike the golf ball. It is a
matter
wanting
of
of
to,
National PrO-Am, his first
having the desire and
start of the season.
"Maybe it was good that it dedication to perform the
was bad, because I haven't work necessary to do the
1.0
014e1 II!,*
had a bad one in a while and things I want to do. I think I
maybe I needed one to wake still have that desire.
Ilw
Os. end 0.tolligerlee•
"I've been working harder
me up.
el I Mos ..sufeeto•
on
my
game
than
I
have in
"But I don't intend to have
dial /53-2310
fo• F Pii ESTIMATE
some time. I'm looking foranother bad one this year.
.',4r
EfIALCIA SALES 0-111C
•
Last year Nicklaus cut back ward to this year."
Bel-Air Center
on his already slim playing
Nicklaus, now 40., originally
Murray, K
,schedule. He played only a had not planned to play here.
Ely BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
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Underwear

25%
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Selected styles by
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if Only Avery Brundage
Was Still Head Of ISOC
By WILL GRIMSLEY.
AP Special Correspondent
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Critics accused htm of being
stuffy and unrealistic but he
Too had old Avery Brundage had an idealism which he
isn't still around - he never compromised. He was
wouldn't have stood for the strong and inflexible. That's
current Olympic crisis, insists what we need today."
Toomey, 41, was in
Rill Toomey,one of America's
most celebrated Olympic Philadelphia today to undertake a new sports role as
heroes.
No country would dare executive director of the AAU
interfere when Avery was Masters Sports program,
president of the IC'," said the aimed at continuing comformer
Olympic
gold petition for athletes past their
medalist, world record-holder prime, including swimmers
in the decathlon and member over 25, and track and field
of the U.S. Olympic Com- specialists in the 30 to-40 age
bracket.
mittee for eight years.
The project is sponsored by
movement had clout. Penn Mutual Life.
then. It -had. stature which it
Since 1968, when Tociroey
seems now to have lost. oiztperfarmed bigger and
People are jerking it around. stronger rivals at Mexico City
Brundage not only ruled the Games to win the rigorous 10IOC with an iron hand but, as a event test, he has been active
former athlete himself, he had m the Olympic movement,
a feeling for the athlete.
traveling' to more than 50
"He knew athletes got dirty. countries for the Peace Corps,

ictory
• the
• arned
•helby
of the

doing some history and
English teaching and serving
on the President's Council for
Physical Fitness.
"First of all, I back the
president," he said, referring
to Carter's threat of an
American boycott of the
Moscow Games if Soviet
troops remain in Afghanistan.
"I don't like it, but I think it's
the only avenue open to
patriotic citizens. Our country
gets priority, over selfish interests.
"My feeling is that Brundage would have jumped in
before this and made a firm
decision."
Brundage, who served as
IOC head from 1952 through
1972, died in May 1975 at age
87. He left indelible finger
,
prints on the Games.
"I recall talking to Brundage a few years ago about
some of the poorer countries I

first I
•by. It
ybe I
tour-

•

College Basketball Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
Connecticut 89, Manhattan 66
--Delawaree2-,-tehtghitr
1)rew /10. N.Y. Polytechnic 49
Drexel 73, Fairleigh Dickinson 72
Fairfield 55, St. Bonaventure 54
Georgetown, DC 97, Boston Col. 92, OT
Iona 77. Wagner 73
LaSalle 62, Notre Dame 60
Pittsburgh 75, Westminster, Pa.44
Rhode Island 86, New Hampshire 63
&Joseph's,Pa. "72, Bucknell 60
Siena 82, Long Island U.64
S.Caroluia 89, Hofstra 62
Syracuse 93, Temple 77
Vermont 92, RP1 65
Yale 63, Colgate 68
SOLTH
Alabama'
St. 101,Sprmg Hill 71
Baltimore U.71, VM1 60
Campbell 69. Georgia So 68
Davidson 58, Appalacluan St 48
Duke 82, Wake Forest 61
E Tenneswe St. 54,Citadel 52•
George Washington 101, George
Mason 79
Georgia 76, Fiends 48
Kentucky 64,,Auburn 62
LaGrange 61,Georgia SW*
Louisiana St. 83, Vanderbilt 81
Louisiana Tech 77, N.Tesas St 65
Maryland 63, Virginia 61
Mercer 75,Stetson 56
Mississippi 66, Tennessee 61
Morehouse 77, Bethune-Coolunan 67
NE I
62, McNees* St. 57
S.
66. N.Caro-Charlotte 65
S.Caroliaa St. 91,Texas So. 119
Ten.-Martin 63,SE Missouri 74
Virginia Tech 68, W.Virginis 64
MIDWEST
Alabama 80, Mississippi St. 68
Bowling Green 77, Butler 68
Case Reserve 82, Thiel 71
Detroit 68, E.Michigan 63
Evansville 06, Wis.-Milwaukee 70

r,y The Associated Prow
Easters Conference
Ail/hide Division
W
L
Pet. GB
Boston
710
29 13
Philadelphia
725
37 14
1%
Nen York
WI
26 TS
Washington
451 15%
22 TS
New Jerseh
415 my
D 11
Ceotral Divishois
Atlanta
574
11 23
San Antonio
537
28 25
2
shy
Indiana
491
Itt 27
Houston
411
25 27
5
6%
Cleveland
411
73 32
Detroit14 40
329 17
Western edentate
Midwest Dtvision
Kansas City
614
30 72
Milwaukee
127 5
29 36
Clues'o
.18 34
346 14%
Denver
3V 16
18 37
Utah
327 16
18 37
Pwrifir Divisiso
SMI • Swittle
37 16
tit
605
37 17
Las Angeles
648
35 19
PhowiLt
2%
01 11
Sin Diego
11 29
2929
MO 12%
Portland
302 21
Gasket State
16 37
Wednesday's Gasses
Boston 110, Cleveland 103
Philadelphia 121, Detroit 131
Washington 132, Indiana 119
Si. Antonio 118, Houston III
Utah 102, New Jersey 100
Phoenix 121, DWIP/Elf 114
Kaman City 911. Seattle 97
Thursday's Ganes
Golden State at Atlanta
Las Angeles at Chicago
New York at Indians
Boston at Washington
Philadelphia at Houston
New Jersey at Denver
Kansas City at Portland
Milwaukee at Seattle

.2-311.4:-:%11[..tt1.71%;

Kansas St. 66, Missouri 64
Miami,Ohio 83,Cent Michigan 73
Nebraska 59,Oklahoma 58
'Isialriniiii52,Va1liarta0 a-Ohm U.67,Kent St. 57
Oklahoma St. 71,Kansas 67
W Michigan 62, Ball St.60
SOUTHWEST
Houston 75, Texas Tech 63
Rice 60, Texas Christian 59
Texas 113.-1MU 80
Texas A&M 59. Savior 50
FAR WEST
Colorado 78, Iowa St 68
Occidental 64, Whittier 51

Kentucky High
School Poll
LEXINGTON, Ky. I AP - Here are the
top 15 ranktd teams in Kenaicky boys
high school basketball with first-place
votes in parentheses, records and total
points.
I. Lou Moore (9) 17-2 X113
2. Warren East (4) 19-2 206
3. Franklin Co 15-4 190
(Lou Ballard (1 14-3 189
S. Owensboro 16-2 178
S. Oldham Co 18-2 144
7. Frankfort 14-2 142
8. North Hardin (1) 32-1 129 I. tax Bryan Station 16-3 131
10. Coy Holmes 13-2 112
11. Lou Iroquois 12-3 110
12. Lou Central 14-472
U. Lincoln Co 15-152
14. Shelby Co 9-446
IS. Lou Atherton 134 42

;ft_Lrf

ii

iI
LC

DISCOUNT I
PHARMACY

BYRON'S

_9

506 N 12th M urray hy

Olympic Plaza

Phone 753 2380

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

Extra Strength

Efferdent

.4.4%

pt

•xtnis.

Limit One

eth

'S 1

'EANS

DEN,TUR

-

60 Talk f

•

Open
9-9
Mon.-Sat.
and
1-6
Sundays

29

Jewelry
For
Valentine's
Day

tit:*

fresh

HERBAL

99

•

By The Associated Press
The Philadelphia 76ers are
baelvia fehn-which isto-say
that they are playing four
COMPLETE quarters now,
not just three.
"We hadn't been aggressive
in the third period during our
last three games," says Coach
Billy Cunningham. "We
seemed to have lost our
mental sharpness as well."
corrected those
The.
deficiencies Wednesday night
with a wide-awake performance all the way through,
beating the Detroit Pistons
121-108 in the 'National
Basketball Association,
The 76ers outscored the
Pistons 36-24 in an overpowering third quarter that
provided them with a 20-point
lead going into the last period.
It was enough of a margin to
let 76er superstar Julius
Erving take a rest in the fii3a1
quarter.
':We had control of-- the
game, and.we were getting a
quality response from other
players,"said Erving, who led
all scorers with 27 points..
"Besides, Coach Cunningham.
wanted to save roe for the
game tomorrow at Houston."
In other NBA action, Kansas
City nipped Seattle 99-97;
Boston outscored Cleveland
110-103; Washington stopped
Indiana 120-119; Utah edged
New Jersey 102-100; San
Antonio downed Houston 118III and Phoenix tripped
Denver 122-114.
Celtics 110, Cavaliers 103
Larry Bird, sat down twice
in the first half because of
poor shooting, ignited a
sluggish offense as Boston
rallied to beat Cleveland. The
Celtics, who fell behind by as
much as seven points in the
third period, wore down the
weary Cavaliers, who had
edged Los Angeles in four
overtimes 24 hours earlier.

Vaseline
1%11 'htkAl
(AR)
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4r.

al_ le
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•-•
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•Ilball••111.••••Iress•
t 41- --MLR Y, Y
urne Items
exact y as pictored

"

Tylenol

,.

-

19.9r.t,
tete And DX
*OW
s!4inn

$1 97

Limit One

Popcorn
2 Lb. Bag

Package of 3 Bars

k

Sale

Toni
Light Waves

Greaseless, Medicated
10 or. jar

One Step Soft Perm
$149

$

Complete Kit Sale .3

19

48

Refill Sale $

Sole

•

Mennen
Speed Stick
Deodorant

Colgate Toothpaste

• Regular or Spice
2.5 oz.

Family-Size 7 oz. Tube

944

945

Sole

Sin uta

b

P kisge of 30

$177

DRISTAN

St. Joseph Aspirin
100°. Pure Pain Reliever
100 Tablets

ANSI

Triarninice Tablets

'1
,11111P
Ito v.c..s
FORMINA

PREPARATION H

• 440

Preparation H
Ointment

1

Helps Shrink Swelling of
Hemorrhoidal Tissue $1

6 oz.
MoadacM. Moe io
Co•ranon(YAP Nay fere,

Sale $219

(CV,1

Bic Clic
Super Value

eliC

Package of 3 Bic Pens
No. 207
Reg. S1.79

•

Triaminicin Tablets
Decongestant Anthistominic
relieves nasal congestion colds

29

Sale

Sole

NOSAI COnfieSilpf,

Vicks
Formula 44-D
Cough Mixture
Decongestant Formula

oz

24 Tablets

..$1 19

Cover Girl
Nail Slicks

NER
SLICKS

Color That looks Wet
Even When Its Dry

884

Sale

Platex
Disposable
1.t.1 Bottles

Bausch & Lomb
Saline Solution
For Soft Contact lenses
Bar.

Can Opener
Hand free operation, easy clean
removable cutting, assembly,
harvest gold, white, almond,
Model EC32

Valentine's Day Is Feb. 1416
•

,77

(

9%
Sol

764
Di-Gel
Anti Gas Antacid

Llama
Anti-Gas
Antacid

Regular or Leman/Orange
1 2 oz. liquid
100 Tablets

Sole Yew Choice

Nandi Bags
tall Kitchen Cart Bog
. s,
Fits Up To 44 Qts.
Box of 30 With Ties

$119

=.T.

rr,

Show

Dial-A-Brew
Automatic 10 Cup Coffee Maker
With Brew Miser, Lets You Make
As Few As 3 To 5 Cups

$2399 -

Shoop

a-,,,,

fr,) Fr)

109

•
•
•

Sale $

Norelco

;

I,

1 2 Hour Relief
Package of 10

Cold Capsules

Sale Your Choice $1 18

Sale 8
8

MICHELSON'S

••••

Contac

Relieves Sinus Congestion, Head Colds
/
1
2 OZ,

Open Daily
10:00-6:00

Prices Good Thru Feb. 7, 1980

CONTAC

Ii

•

Foe relief of
senus headache
and929SMt.!9"

-

12-HOUR.
c4E-1.1EF

Dristan Nasal Mist
Dristan Vapor
Nasal Mist

100% PURE PAIN RELIEVER

Sinutab
30tablets

laforw"
. -

on.asalnoL owl

Firrallilmom
STAOSE
PH
ASPIRIN

1 39
We honor PCS,
Medimet, Ky.
Public Assistance Prescriptions and workman's Compensation

'Yrofth.fr
roto,r,

494

Sale

Noxzema
Skin Cream

I

794

Summit
Cookie Bar

Yellow

$ 48

In I 4IK White or Yellow Geld

Kosher Dills
Sale

•

MHS Games •
Postponed

DIAMOND
EARRINGS

Vlasic

Chocolate Flavor.
2 Lb. Can

Box of 80
8 Oz. Bottles

7

•

32 oz. Jar

Disposable
Bottles

We
Have
Dungeons
and
Dragons!

•

Prices Good Thru Sun.
We Reserve The Right To limit Quontities

Nestle
Quick

.-1•11PA
O
ui
k

wasmonsmis

Children's

•

Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty
Aid Dept.

pp• Nig_ I. i. i...m • II • es st in ILIUMJP

1-1.1r
vie s la la • we a • amonsew inessainera
ll

The Murray High freshman
boys and varsity girls games,
scheduled to be played at
South Hopkins at 6:30 tonight,
have been postponed.
The makeup date will be
determined later.

Fresh Herbal

1
latorN°L
:
141 1‘fil
•
,I ••2-:,-

E••

Chl

Vaseline
Intensive
Care

'TB never forget it," he
said. "Everybody was frisked
before going into the stadium.
Once inside, you couldn't get
out, not even to go to the
bathroom, until the shah left."

•...FL, a

76ers Play
Full Game

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings

visited with Lie Peace Corps,"
Toomey recalled.
"We've got some money
from TV,' he said. 'Maybe we
ought to use it to help them
.build up Olympic teams.'
Brundage gave the Olympics
visibility - he made them an
important organization."
A Stanford graduate with
what he termed mediocre
skills, Toomey worked hard to
master the decathlon. He went
to a psychiatrist to overcome
a- fear of the pale vault bar. He
ran? jumped and threiwtor
hours at a time.
Once he competed in an
event in Iran to celebrate the
shah's birthday.

116

••
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THE ACES®

FBI Issues Robbery Warrants

IRA G CORN. JR

'If business didn t have asking tor minors
its ups and downs there
Former Ace Paul Solowould be no business at
s
of Los Angeles pla!'ed
---- Paul ton Ringelheini
tor a favorable club position
and lost clubs and a diaThere were lots of ups mond for down one Italy's
and downs in the 1979 World GeOr.gio Belladonna sucChampion§hips The Amen- ceeded by winning the first
can
started the finals trick with dummy's heart 10
inst Italy down 37 IMPS and later end-playing East
•
After the heart 10 held,
ause of a negative qualithe
two high diamonds and
fying round carryover
'Alter 32 hands. they had the heart ace were cashed
picked up 62 IMPS to lead and a spade was led .to
declarers ace Declarer'
by 25 IMPS.
- Dallasite Malcolm Brach- then cashed a high heart.
main. a newcomer to inter- . ruffed his last spade in dumnational competition. as in my and stuffed East on lead
the lineup during this peri- with the high trurpp
East was no forced to
od Thereafter, the experilead
_a club or a spade and
enced lineup of former Aces
plaYed throughout the halNORTH
I-31-A
nce
'match and:although they increased
•8
•A 10
their lead to 55 at one point.
•A K J 7 4
the "downs" gohlo them and
the Americans -finished with
a close victory, winning by
WEST
EAST
only five IMPS.
•k105
. Today's hand was one. of •J 8 4 2- n 4 •Q 3 2
119 ti 5
.the key- Italian -pickujiS dur- •
•Q 3 2
ing the late stages of the- -#83
•At465
match.
SOL'TH
A club lead would have
•A J
set the game before .declar•K Q 7 3 "
•10 9 8 6 5
er would have any chance.
•9 7
however, a heart was led at
•
both tables with South
Vulnerabl
e None Dealer
declarer after North's use of
East. The bidding
.
the unusual_ no trump jump.

East
Pass
Pass

Smith

West

Pass
5•

3•
4 NT
Altpass

Opening lead
hearts

North

%urth
I•
V

Saadi
•
Z•

Deuce of

ANSWER: Three heart.,
North may have a very bad
nand with six hearts, however,
this hand IS worth the push
_

declarer had LI tricks and a
well-earned game.
Send bodge questions to Tlw
My hearty congratulaI'0 Box 123443 Dallas. Texas 75225
tions to the winners. Team
with sell-addressed. stamped envelope
members were Malcolm
tor repl
Brachman, Bob Goldman
and Mike Passell of Dallas
TORTOISE RANCH
and Bill Eisenberg. Eddie
NOTTINGHAM, England
Kantar and Paul Soloway of (AP) — More
than 6,000
Los Angeles.
tortoises are being bred on a
ranch near here where the
Bid ith Corn
.. weather conditions are
thought to be good for mating.
South holds- 1-31-13
A British newspaper said an
importer was starting the
•
•A'10
_venture because the mortality
•A K J 7 4
rate among imported tortoises
•KJ1042
was so high.

robbery of the Hatfield branch
They said the robbers, the floor while they cleaned
of the Dale State Bank. armed with two revolvers
and out cash drawers and forced
Sanders was ordered bound a rifle, forced three
bank the manager to open both the
over to a federal grand jury tellers and a customer to lie on
bank's vaults.
Monday.
Police said more than
$63,000 was taken in the
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
robbery, which was pulled off
•
by four men wearing
Halloween masks and gray
wigs.

F:VANSVILIE,Ind-(AP)—
Thv FBI has issued feder111
bank robbery warrants for
three more suspects in the
Otiober robbery of a southv%est Indiana bank.
An FBI spokesman in
ansville, who refused to be
identified, said Tuesday that
the three men. Roy Edward
ers, 34, Ronald Dwight
Posey, 30, and Henry Keith
Clde, 21, all are from
.vlabama.
The spokesman said Posey
vi as piled in Arkansas earlier
this month on-a local charge,
and that he is being held until
the bank robbery warrant can
be served. But he said the
other two suspects remain at
'
larCe
ast week, authorities
3rrested Jerry -Wayne Sanders. 31. of Evansville in
connection with the Oct. 12

•
•
•
•
•
•
• CHICKEN FRIED STEAK
• PLATTER $
•

North Middletown
Utility Gets Loan

249

•

•

Now 63-33

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
North Middletown has become
the first public utility to
secure a loan from the Kentucky Gas System Restoration
project.
The review board approved
the city's -request for $150,000
contingent upon procurement
of additional funding.

411
•

AB Yost Earn Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
• Chicken Fried Steak with Country Gravy

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Baked Potato or French Fde•
• A thick slab of Stockade berg

SIR1•0111

•
•

Our quality will keep you waft back

•
•
BEI,AIR CENTER
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

^

--

Owen's Food Market

41::011#1r3101
1 %1.
T
3E"cococil
Specials Good
Jan. 31 thru Feb. 6

• P

Mon Men Winter Sole

Round Table Sale!
Save on 36,42"& 48"
• tables and chairs

lo

al Ittart 114

Bonus
'4

_Oyes 1-7 Ilee-Tiew
Fri sad Sat.84

bad Clieldf,

.

With $12.00 Order

.Special

Zingers!
Every Day Is Bargain Day With Owens
Super Savers

Both With

All Three With

$25.00 Order

$35.00 Order

!

Star-Kist

Libby's

TOMATO
CATSUP
32 oz.

A
-r

With $12.50 Additional
Percales' Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

Hunts
•
Sunshine Krispy

Emge
Smoked

CRACKERS

Picnic

lb

59'

Kraft Mac. & Cheese

Sliced lb. IV

28 oz.

.... 151/2 oz.

bbil MIRACLE WHIP
Libby's

Owen's
Best
Slob Sliced

91b.

TOMATOES

SALMON
Kroft

7.z. 3/1

L.4.1 4

32 Oz

CHILI WITH BEANS

15 or

DILLS
Hyde Park Bartlett

32 or

042"table(ext.-•!--%!,)44.,
and 4 Comb Back chairs.
reg. 512.50

29 oz

'
89

JUICE

CORN

17 oz

3/S

gal

$i 91

Hyde Pork to-Cal
Green Top

MILK

Convenient Terms... Free Delivery

1

9

DRESSING

$1 10

Ma rtha Wh

',elf Rising

MEAL

51b

8Y`

gal

5110

MILK

13.,

89'

DILLS
Rama
Strawberry

Hienz Hamburger

U..S. Choice Boneless
mi CHUCK STEAK
U.S. Choice Boneless

In STEW MEAT

Lb

Lb

JAM-

•

. 32 oz.

$
1 39

16.z. 3isr

Hyde Park
" CRANBERRY SAUCE

CARPET

12 oz

16 Or

3151

51 29
I

20 oz

5189
I

WIENERS

Dal

S19

_
BOLOGNA....._
Owen's Best Deli Baked

5119

HAM
Owen's Best

I

Field 1 Lb.
S119
Lb

i

B.B.O. BEEF
Owens Best
B.B.O. RIBS
Owens Best

Lb

BEEF

69

LysoiLove My

•

I I

Eck rich All Meat

I.

STEAK
Economy

16 oz.

lb.

2/89'

WE HAVE THE FUSSIEST MEAT DEPT. IN TOWN

"'SWISS

114 North Third St. Poducoh, Ky.
Phone 442-2769 or 443-.5257

69'

17 oz

Carnation Evaporated

U S. Choice Boneless Arm Cut

ETHAN ALLEN FURNITURE

3/S1

CORN

rrri
411)/ p.
AI

al

1.‘411-ED HOME Ft ItNiLvHINt;

Del Monte Cream Style
S1
" or
Whole Kernel

APPLE SAUCE

Hyde Park

Nceptional right
plastic top that easily extends to
now, m any one of ilia"outstanding satisfy your every need Sale priced
informal country dining groups! Weil as groups and individually. every
rounded In much more then.he.
char coordinates with every table!
they combine yesterday's charm with
Theme super*crafted. bulb -tothe light scale and proportion so ideal les* dining groups in
beautiful. time
for today's!Wing In our exclusive
leas styles are sure to bring yew 'rotted
Heirloom Nutmeg finish. each ti, to Ethan Men
now.during our
has a matched. durable Formica.
Winter Sale,

3/5100

BEANS

TAMALES

gal

1/2 gal

BUTTERMILK

29 oz J1

Hormel Beef Hot

Hyde Pork Homogenized

529.50

Joan of Arc Kidney

CHUCK
ROAST
79

Kraft Thousand Isle

Save More On Hyde Park Milk
Hyde Park

48" table(extends to 78") 5 Pieces,
and 4 Captain's chairs.

$489

40 or

Green Giant Whole Kernel
or Cream Style

MILK

PEACHES

U.S. Choice

S1 49

HIV

Hyde Pork or Libby

79'

41,

Welch. Grape

399.5

?,

4.4

PEARS

5 pieces,

Unit 3

1

Heinz Kosher

"It

The ar 41191a/a

1,
1,
/le

Hunt's Whole Peeled .k

Double C) Pink

DINNERS

(Dry Cured)

•

With $12.50 Additional
Pinkest/Excluding
Tobacco hairy Products
disie tomato.,

334.50

reg.667.50

69c

6' on.

With $12.50 Additional
Purchase Excluding
Tobacco & Dairy Products

•-•

279
50
reg.

TUNA
Limit 1

Limit 2

3 pieces,
36" table(extends to 48")
and 2 Mate's chairs.

• Starbist

COFFEE
$269

59c

IP

_TUNA

Folgers or
Maxwell House

Sr

3-5 lb pkg S149

B.B.O. CHICKEN
Owen's Famous Pit Baked
HAM

S189
Lb

929

1 Lb. Bag Cello
CARROTS
Fancy VVinesap

APPLES
.Lb.2
$98

Vs or whole lb.

$189
I

52"

.88 size

U.S. No. 1 White

POTATOES
" Yellow
lb 52
1..b

II

eik

1/49
49C
69
'

5 lb. bog

ONIONS

Lb 1 OC

Florida Vine Ripa
TOMMUES

lb

49

4.

Ii

-S.
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Make Everyday a
Big Film Free-for-All!

Your Individual
Horoscope

Districts To Be Involved In
Special Education Workshop

Frames Drake

-12ARY 1, 19114
FOR FRIDAY, FEBII
What kind of day will *ord. Save your best thoughts
Representatives from 10 in regular classrooms to help also will be reviewed as will be
tomorrow be? To find out what for those of like mind. There
school districts in West make them more aware to the materials designed for use
yable
the stars say, read thr iCi:P
coaRl4
change connected
Kentucky, West Tennessee problems and needs of their with mildly handicapped
forecast given for your birth with travel plans.
and
Southern Illinois are handicapped peers.
students.
Sign.
scheduled to participate in a
Instruction and inservice
-Dec. 22 to Jan. 19 1 V
ARIES
A moment's indecision re a two-day- workshop dealing resources available through ' The Aslunolean Museum at
with environmental ap- the Center for Environmental Oxford was founded in 1683. It
financial venture is a signet
sentiments
l
ren19
1M
t .r
Saha
rre toA
with a for you to do furthur in- proaches to special education Education at Murray State is the oldest In tsritaln.
friend who feels unpopular vestigation. Today, you can next week in the Land BetPleasurable pursuits a source tArQ
ween the!.akes.
usutAyR
oluus
rhunches.
astea°
of joy, if you overlook minor
Conducted by Project
mew mew mew mew asa:a.
difficulties.
, Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
EASE, a regular education
TAURUS
k-5' A social gathering provides inservice project funded at
y
M:heon
y atoion
( AEpnr.i020
the right setting for you and a
Murray State University by
loved one to get closer. the Bureau of Education for
)adagrteevia:tetila friend, but plac:
Compromise on small mat- the
Handicapped,
the
emphasis on home duties. Get ters. Accent -harmony.
workshop is set for Feb. 3 and
aZjump on competitors by mem
at I.BI.'s Brairdon Springs
putting Utovertime,
(Feb. 19 tii Mar. 204-(
)--Q
. GroapCamp.
GEMIN'
The day begins with minor
The school districts to be
(May 21 to June 20)11
1 work difficulties, but later
represented
include Calloway,
Once you make up YOU. you'll come up with the right
We want to treat you to dinner. Come in to have your
Henderson,
eImind, you'll find the day illlSwers—Slaw down and_don't CaFlisle,
car
worked on between Feb. 1-Feb. 29 and receive a
McCracken,. Graves and
progresses smoothly. Don't get so nervous.
free clinner at Long John Silver's Seafood Shoppes.
Christian
Counties
as
well
as
scatter energies. Hobbies and - YOU BORN TODAY are an
You must present this ad and call for an appointthe Paducah City School
creative pursuits accented. individualist and have a need
ment.
System
in
Kentucky;
the
CANCER
to put your-personal stamp on Henry County
and Paris
(June 21 to July 22) 4941 what you do. Often you choose
49111g C.16.11n SilVerN•
How to spend your money is a creative field through which. systems in Tennessee;end the
‘-;1
'
,
SEAH/00 SHOFF''
today's question. Your best to express your -originality. Cairo,Ill., system.
According to Vicki Blades,
bet is to accent essentials for You can succeed as an actor,
Keep That Great GM feeling
GM DUALITY
Cu
the home or office. Avoid musician, writer, or scientist. the project coordinator, the
SEINVZI PARTS
With Genuine GM Parts
money disputes.
DIOTOOS PARTS DIVISION
To know the difference bet- purpose of the workshop,
LEO
basically,
is
to
. Our big free HBO preview event is over. But that s no reasnyou cant enjoy Home Box Office
provide
parween a centered self and self-(July 23 to Aug. 22)
• every day of the year
centeredness is the key to your ticipants with an opportunity
When you can see the uncut uninterrupted "Sostssety Might.Favor"right_.inyour own _
( Avoid an exchange of words success. You'd make a fine Lo preview and practice the
753-2617
641 South
home,why go too theatre? And thcit s just one of the great HBO features coming
--IVItivireitm ally. Someone's leader for a cause and do well use of instructional guides
weeks ahead!"Foul Ploy;"Oliver's Storer and many more we can't mention now, will
wit may rub you the wrong 'in a position of authority. designed for use with students
1•111P1 MOW MOW Ala* MUM gaglai giar
a sobe cornIngsmx
Emphasize szeatin_use_
HBO hos movies for the entire family. Plus sports specials and very special Specials
of leisure time.
featuring the best comedy and musical nightclub acts of today. All of our entertainment is
VIRGO
uncut and uninterrupted! And best of all, its right in your own home!
( Aug 23 to Sept. 22) IIPLI
I•
ranger!
exciting
on
Don t miss out the
Call or fill out the coupon and
world of HBO any
A day when you may
save on your connection hookup.Then,stock up on popcorn,and sit back for the best
grumble in private. Forget
entertainment value or)ywhere right in your home1
petty grievances and conINSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12th ST., BENTON
lipr Air Ar Air A centrate on ways to improve
income
and
security.
Keep HBO Coming — at Special Savings!
LIBRA
YES1I wont to keep HBO cornIng, Call me
(Sept 23 to Oct. 22)
fo!_ci priority connection appointment so
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY,CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
Small differences between
I con see the SUPER HITS ond SAVE.
you and a date, but overall the
Check one
m already o Cablevision subscriber, . social outlook is pleasurable.
Do your best to make a
now I want HBO! I understand the
•
stranger feel part of the
monthly charge for HBO is 57 95 in
crowd.
addition to my basic Cablevision
SCORPIO
charge.
iOct. 73 to Nov. 21)
I want HBO and Cablevisionl I underDon't let career preocstand the monthly charge for HBO and
COblevision 'is $15.90
• cupations cause you to slight a
Hurry!Otter Expires 2• I 80
loved one. A little research
Home Phone
Nome
enables you to come up with a
Chp and no coupon to
Apt
Address _
moneymaking idea.
iwray Cablevisiem
• State
City SAGITTARIUS
1104-Air Coster
Time Usually Home __Work Phone_ .
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Iterray, Sp. 421171
You needn't get in the last

MECHANIC'S
SPECIAL

44:4g

Dwain Taylor Chevron, Inc.

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn,Inc
Now Has A LocalNumber

CALL TODAY
AND
SAVE $10.00

The Number To Call

Murray Cablevision
.
153-5005

756434
Murray Home
(
& Auto

ine,V.
Ati4X!t

Wholl Pay You 11.846%
6 Month Savings Certificates?
Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity (182 days). The minimum deposit
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or
more. Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest on these
money market certificates. The interest is subject to change at.maturity. This
11.846% rate is effective on certificates purchased now through February 6,
1980.
WHO'LL PAY YOU 10.4% ON TWO AND A HALF YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATES?
We have something new in our
savings plans - the TA YEAR MONEY CERTIFICATE.
_With
te JIL..
iletlideposit, you tv.71 earn an interest rate only
'A% below U.S. Treasury Securities. The
interest rate for February is 10.4% with
Will!
annual yield of 10.958%. The rate on new
certificates is determined the first of
.each month.

titURAr0
,
•
,A40PPARF STOPPS

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone
753-2571

Allik Putsthe WARM
KEROSUNA
where you wantit!
PORTABLE HEATERS
If

CLAMP LAMP

UGHT BULB

,=_-...,......„-.
11111RIO

--

WHO'LL PAY YOU SN% ON A PASSBOOK SAVINGS?

Tiall/alas

Snow Sleds

...

—
tafaralf/Cla,

asiemanat

4

_

5.
7-117;-

_

Nom.

Aik
Do you have some surplus cash ,you want readily available yet want to earn interest on it? Then a Blue Chip Savings account is your answer. Interest rate is 51
/
4%
and paid quarterly. Interest is paid from the day of deposit to day of withdrawal.

!
/5.V
10,
E
W
84,/t

1
1 'W:4;

FROSTED BULBS

4/139

$3.29
OMNI 105
• The • tog dam.
OP toe se

V

krwo
VIt .110

•

WHO'LL OFFER YOU A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS?
RADIANT 116
1.11W 0

as:„T
Cl'09

20 ltOitS PuIhbultoe bat

sa•aoa Orme ha ltooret otolletgn tr
c
.We kW gauge Ban mica act., tetNent
and ooneeeloon neat 0•TVISIOI.• 75
wr
12/
1
4 0• 1714, *Nes Wand enteesel
Press output 9.00

,
)

'

construct.,
sites wort
morns eons
house% toms

Red-End

atryptar.e you
mod Neel
and lots /
%A
WWI
poolre

Heat Lamp

f

Infra-red heat N. glare.
04/250840/704w $347

hOIJIS Ol•ro••14,1
9'.w,
•al Nos.! le
Athi.111111560 NW, AI,/ belted
teugn Ch./ n.e a+ gauge Ma.
anon,output 41000 ttynoto

loola •
un4
simotr

CAMS Ilt Moo Ite0a8tde
Inle•
A5.910
ellanout rnav•-•,•••

A subc!4ntial interest penalty is required for early withdrawal of certificates of der‘sit.

PEOPLES JBANK

172
1
1-ANTERN
7
111Mbsel Cayes 1.99
• Ru9011tt A-purpose &intern.
• 6V bat not Md.09/LM1B

MURRAY
Member FDIC

KY.

•

•
LIMIT TWO LANTERNS PER CUSTOMER

s
ANT ADS ARE YOUR BEST BOY!

.: Thursday , January3i. LO

•

is'
t4 :""1441"X

••

SHOP
COMPARE
2. Notice

2. Notice

,

Office Space For I
Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00

Will
Haul.
Call 492-8515

Ask For

Don't miss the Bridal
Fold Feb. 24th!

Richard
anytime
of day.

CARTER STUDIO

For the safe return
of black and grey
Miniature
Schnauzer
or
a
name and proof of
person taking dog
missing
from
Dogwood-Glendale
area. No arrest or
conviction
necessary. Confidentiality
assured. Call 7536862.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

-

-

43 Boundaries
45 Bank
employee
" 47 Baseball
teams
48 Spirited
horse

DOWN
1 Englishman.
2 Remainder
3 Man's nick-

name
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
4-Negative prefix
MIMI
5 Fond hopes
A
6 Takes out
Er ECM
7 Winglike
8 Bushy clump
E ere COM
9 Above

con

rim

MC COMOC CI A
0E000 A
COMIC COO
MEC
Error rinn nnm
EC OMC Or0 MO
FCC C AC COMO
CCM OEM MORO
AOC COMOO
MEOW OMOCIE0
CMC CCMDC 0L 0
CCE COMIC ° A 0

TO 9n-bating star
ltSnares
13 Depressions
16 Matured
19 Fruit cakes
20 Mont -:
French peak
22 Whips
23 Legumes
25 Weird
26 Sightless
28 Apprehends
29 Flower part
30 Beginning
31 Rind
1

2

3

32 Wiped out
33 More rational
35 Lock of hair
38 Clever
39 Key
•

41 Fish part
42 Beverage
44 Scale note
46 Latin conJunction
8

II

5

9

10
13

12
ill
14

15
IIII

16III

21

a
MI
22

24

25

Ell

ililall
26

il
iii
iii

29 30
34

17

20

18

37

.

28
32 33
..
36

31

35

38

a

39

ii

41
42111

Ul4

43

A5 46

a

a

lUll

6. Help Wanted
Babysitter needed in my home,
3 PM til 5 PM. Monday-Frida!,
121 South, Lynnwood Estates
area. For Interview call 753.
4108-.
Need babysitter at night from
10 PM to 7 AM. in my home if
possible.. Prefer references.
753-5297.
Need lady to stay with elderly .
lady and do light housework.
Call 759-4935 after 5 pm.
Wanted immediately: RN or
[RN for 11 to 7 shift,.extellenb •
salary with .shift differentials.
Insure plan with PCS, drug
card, vacations, and holidays.
Care Inn. 4th 1 'Indiana.
Mayfield. 241-0200..
•

Situation Wanted
Will sit with sick people or do •
housecleaning. Call 753-9775.

PEANUTS

YES 5,MR.PRINCIPAL,
WE PEMANO SATISFACTION!

I'M TIRED OF 5ITTiN6
Mq ATTORNEY AND I
IN A CLASSROOM UNDER HAVE COME TO LODGE
A LEAKING CEILING...
AN OFFICIAL PROTEST!
4

I.

12. Insurance

Got

19. Farm Equipment

the Shield

FENCE MATERIALS
Chain husk fence, 3 to
i2 ft. tall, Cedar
privacy fence, split rail, barbwire, wood,
,ind steel post, gates,
Dog kennels. Also pipe
and tubing for structural use.

For your
Lite44ealth•tiome
Car-Farm-Business

Ronnie Ness
and
loamy Rens

NU at MIMI

Ls leventery Lew Price

11AA FENCE
SUPPLY
444-61106

210 E
Maui
Ph
7S3-0411111

H.)60 W

13. For Sale or Trade
Cassette AM-FM in dash, $45.
Triumph Spitfire engine parts.
Call 759-1799

14. Want to Buy
Bunk beds Call 489-2340.
Good FD model alumni-craft
boat Call 753-3672.
Wanted -to buy Used mobile
homes 10' 12' and 14' wide.
Call 527-8322
Wanted to- buy _15 ft. bass
boat Call 759-1233
Want to buy Approximately 15'
of free standing commercial
shelving Call 753-8738'
15-.1ilicles For Sale
Art-Carved wedding bands size
5.: 9 tall 767-4785
For sale 289 new rebuilt
engine $300. C-4 automatic
transmkssion, $50. Call 4374155
Mahoginy china cabinet real
nice, old Seth. Thomas weight
clock, 1961 -Chevrolet pickup.
short wbeef base. Call 3452563

15. Home lurnishings
Electric, range avacado geen,
it•r years old Call 759-4981
after 4 30 Pm

IF HE CALLS ME
A PETTIFOGGER
i'm LEAVING!

c

COOKJE

GENERAL
WILL GIVE ME
A WEEK'S
LEAYEz

THE

YOU-CAN-ASK.
,LT.FUZZ iS
ASKING 141M
FOR THE PAY
OFF NOW

00P6I MV
CONTACT LENS.
-POPPED OUT

•

Paducah,Ky

f

NANCY

BEETLE BAILEY
DO YOU THINK

sale Homemade lamps
.re from paneling) $12 or 2
S-'0
- See at 1624 Olive or
153-1/12 atter 4 pm
• ible -hoover washer and
n good condition $175
153-1919 ask for Deb436-2742 after 6 pm

LOOK TO THE {Alf LO

5. Lost and Found
$300 REWARD!

ACROSS
1 Plait
6 Fact
11 Threefold
12 Ran away to
wed
14 Ascend
15 Side dish
17 Tellurium
symbol
18 Siamese currency
19 Striped animal
20 Man's nickname
21 Italian river
22 Reveals
23 Blemish
24 Scoffed
26 Stands
27 Dines
28 Wolfhound
29 Harbors
31 Regal ones
34. Goddess of
discord
35 Gull-Ike birds
36 Sun god
37 Stalemate
38 Belief
• 39 John: Scot.
40 Silver symbol
41 Coal and oil
42 The caama

Three piece set of den
•Jie heavy wooden frame
• Call 753-4657 after 6
,3le

We've

BIBLE CALL
Temptations Now To
Face Them 759-4444; Children's Story 1594445.

IuuI
kings

ExLeilent business investment
opportunity' .Near University
Includes real estate. business.
personal pioperty. and equipment plus inventory For further information call Mr
Spann Realty
Spuiiock
A5soclates 753-7724

753-8298

304 Main

FOR SALE
COLT PYTHONS
tin
5355.00
Ike
5340.00
Below Discount
Call Rogers
753-3309 after 6

16. Home Furnishings_

Bus. Opportunity
10.-

2. Notice

AND THAT'S THE WAY
THE COOKIE CRUMBLES

or sale. One slightly used 54"
,now and gravel blade. fits
:in Deere 140 tractor. Call
'
53-3983
1!)86 International tractor, still
under factory' warranty Also
iii00 John Deere combine. Call
489-2101.
:974 1466 -International trac',or with cab, fully weighted. 20
1- tires with-axle mounted
c.'Jals. 489-2425.
165 Massey Ferguson diesel.
:400 hours, excellent condi'An 753-9507.
510 Massey combine,- 4968
Fold grain truck_ 489-2220
AC Case early 50. model
$750. Call 753-4094 after 4
pm

20. Sports Equipment
Boy's Spider bike 'for sale. $30:
Call 753-8200 Can be seen at
1718 Holiday Drive
Marian 30-30 lever action with
strap. $115 Call 767-2411
Remington 1100. 12 guage.
26- ventalated rib 30' full
. barrel', like .nevii $240- Also
Smith & Wesson. 1000
automatic, 12' guage: 28'
modified, ventilated rib.'new,
$265 Call 753-1208 •

22. MOsical
HAMMOND ORGAN Excellent
condition Worth $600 will
take best offer Need to sell'
Call 753-0243
Inventory sale Baldwin pianos
and Baldwin organs Also have
used 9 ft concert Grand piano.
used Spinet console. Baby
Grand and upright Pianos Used organs Lonardo Piano Co
across Post Office. Paris, TN
Inventory sale: Baldwin pianos
• and Baldwin otgans. All() have-.
used 9 ft. concert Grand piano,
--used Spinet, console, Baby •••
Grand antiupright pianos. Us. ed organs. Lonard0 Piano Co.
across Post Office, Pans, TN
So long Santa! But why, did
you leave us so many pianos
and organs? Mu-st sell at our
cost some for only $20 a month Also used pianos and'
organs Hurry back Santa but
pleAse don't make_us olp_Santa next January Clayton s - J &
B Music Drxieland Center,
"Murray, 753-7575

23. -Exterminating

SET
rr
SIR
V

24. Miscellaneous

10% off wall paper orders. 72
or
hours service. Coast to Coast
Rent
Hardware._ Central Shopping
furnished
Nice
Center
apartment for 1,
10 inch DeWalt radial arm saw
2, 3 or 4 girls.
with stand, 5 sets. 5'2 foot
scaffolds. Call 753-4494
'Phone 753-5865 or
Firewood, 18 inch, 24 inch,
753-5108.
Oak and Hickory. $25.00 rick.
Fancy natural honey $4.50 qt.
Deluxe
super clean, 3
Call 489-2327.
bedroom apartment, central
air, heat pump. No pets $280
Firewood, Oak and Hickory $25 641 South 442-8452
a rick. 753-3307.
_
Foam board insulation, 4 ft x 8 , For -rent: Newly redecorated 2
AL_in. teguadie4foo_m apartment, unfurnishspecial $3.29 Coast to Coast
ed. $175 per month plus
deposit Phone 753-5447 after
Hardware, Central Shopping5 pm.
Center.
New duplex apartment All apFirewood, seasoned, any
phances. central vacuum
length, delivered. $25 Per rick
system, electric heat end air,
Boyer Tree Service, 753-8536
carpeting. 753-2437
Guatenteed Amway Products Air-every need are lust a phone-- flew trufge4.1-hedroolirarart--ment. 753-7853.
call away We deliver. Call 7594868
New two bedroom apartment.
many extras. $265. Call 753Gypsum wallboard. 4 ft. x 8 ft.
1779.
x 1 2 in . reguarly $3.98 special
$3.50 Coast to Coast HardOne bedroom garden ...-apart
ware, Central Shopping Center
ment Hamlet North Apartments. Call _7534550.
Two used garage doors. used
windows, miscellamous doors,
Two,..hedroom apartment Call
used bathtub and shower stall
751-0121 after 5 pm,
Call 753-4124
4. Houses For Rent
Three year batteries, $29.95
Furnished
two bedr000khouse
exchange New Conord Grocery.
for rent in country with garden
436-5353
and etc. Near school. $100 per
month and deposit. Write to
26. TV-Radio
P.O. Box 32.D.
Wanted responsible party to
Nice three bedroom -home in
take up small monthly payment
Benton,
close to stores, 4250
on 25 color t Y Warranted.
per month, security deposit re-.
Clayton's - I & B Music 753quired. Adutts, no children or
7575
pets. Call 527-1962 after 6 pm

27. Mobile Home Sales

1974 model mobile home.
12x60 2 bedroom, central
heat and air, Pr baths, extra
nice $6000 Call' 753-9989 Or
753-3734 .,
12x60 Eagle mobile home,
located in Fox Meadows 2
'
bedrooms central heat and air.
washer-dryer
underpinned
hookup., four Hurricane straps.
landscaped Call 753-4107
,For sale like new' 12 .x 65,
1974 Efoanza mobile home
carpeted. partially furmshed.
central heat and an. master
bedroom suite and built in bar
Call 489-2563 '
1970 Hallmark 1205 - '2
bedroom electric heat washer
and dryer, 2 air conditioners
all kitchen appliances $4250
Call 753-0827
12x66 Norris mobile home for
sale Call 753-2617 days 7538553 nights ask for Jerry
Turner.
14 x 70 three bedroom two
bath mobile home Pay equity
assume loan 153-0062

°tif fife ents
2-1./AW 12x55 trailer for rent. near
Kirksey, available after
February 1st No pets 4897118
Small _attractive_ 2 _bedroom
.mobile home in Murray. ideal
for single, girl. $110 deposit.
$110 per month. 753-9829
Two bedroom mobile home torrent $50 deposit, $95 per
month Also a two bedroom.
$50 -deposit. $80 per month.
Water and garbage pickup furnished. No pets. One mile out.
of city limits on 121 South.'
Phone 753-5405 after 6 pm.
Two bedroom trailer for rent,
$125 per month. $75 security
deposit. No pets. can- 153..
4808

30. Business Rental

Phone 753 3914

BLONDIE
I

DAGwooD,
ARE YOU GOING TO

!--

DON'T YOU HAVE
ANYTHING BETTER
TO DOTHAN
STARE AT
PRETTY GIRLS
IN SWIMSUITS

(
,....STAY UP ALL P.1464-IT
AND WATCH THAT
SEAUTY PAGEANT?

• AND THE
ANSWER WAS
"NO"!

z
24.1ilikellaneous

Crystal -Trousseau pattern;
China "Brocade- by Pickard.
Will discuss prices. You will
definitely save! 436-5684 after
530

Atfention Contractors! For rent:
office space with storage.
building 30490, can cent allor
part, natural gas heat and free
water. One mile from city. Call
753-2486 after 5:30 pm.
Four car cleanup shop for rent
with air. Phone 753-6831

31. Want To Rent
Want to rent space for Mobile
home with utilities Phone
618-658-8259

NOTICE
1-3 I

BABABU,YOu'vE GIVEN YNovi YOu E
US ENOUGH TRouBLE. SPOILED
FIRST YOU K IDNA PPE D
OUR
AND INTENDED TO
KILL,PRESIDENT

LUAGA

1

it •

FEAST.

HE'S GIVING YOU A FAIR
TRIAL IN COURT-. BUT
ANY MORE
TROUBLE„.

... AND THE Pv6mis6 vviLL-1

MAKE YOU

LOOK LIKE A
PINCUSHION WITH THEIR
POISON ARROWS.GOT IT?

43. Real Estate

32. Apts. For Rent

The City of Hazel is offering for sale a 115 ft. x
150 ft. vacant lot located on State Street in Hazel.
The City's deed to said property is recor4ed in the
Calloway County Court Clerk's office,--Book 160,
Cabinet 1, Drawer 12, Card 426. Pesons desiring to
bid on said property may obtain required bid forms
and more information on the sealed bid procedure
from the Hazel Community Development Agency,
302-A Main, Hazel (phone 492-8142), during regular
business hours. Bids not submitted on the official
forms provided by the Agency will not be considered. Official bid forms must be returned to the
Agency at the above address no later than'4:00 p.m.,
Thursday, February 7, 1980, at which time all bids
will be publically 'opened and read.
THE CITY OF HAZEL RESERVES THE RIGHT
TO REJECT ANY AND ALL BIDS.

Call Century 21 Loretta lobs
Realtors about our VIP Referral
Service, because changing
homes st$ enough trauma 'by
itself. In eword it's called adlustment. Moving from home to
home and neighborhood to
nieglikor hood
After we sell your home, we
pride ourselves on knowing the
neighborhood that awaits you
elsewhere The schools, parks,
shopping facilities. Now for the.
ingenious part VIP Referral
may also find a buyer for your
present bomb from'another ci•
ty then help that family adiiist
- to- lout -fteighborhood--- Sound_
tanilliat? It's the same thing
we do for you someplace else
Call 753-1492 for helpful information on this service
Call us on this 100 acre farrii.
Only 2 mile's from town. Approximately 80 acres tillable.
Aiso-exceRent- -to subdivide.
Strout Realty:- 1912 Coldwater
Rd. 7,534186. 125.
First time offered. Bock home
lust 5-years old located on approximately 24 acres of land.
with excellent garden site, and
room for outdoor living. 30 x
30 detached garage and work ,
shop with heat and bath. Home
has convenient and economical
-entrl gas -heat .anfI.
Priced .
equipped kitchen
below appraised value. Call
Spann Realty Associates, 1537724.

JOHN SMITH

Three* bedroom brick. l'
753-7411
bath fully carpeted.den. car- AROUND
THE CLOCK
_
_
port, 5 miles-West of Murray.
Refererrces and security
Look us over before you look
deposit required. Call 1-382around When ydu re ready to
8255 or 1-382-2731.
*buy a home you need a -lot- of
questions an'Swered Like what .
Two bedroom house. located in
kind of financing is best'
per
Hardin gas .heat $110
Where are the schools' Shoppmonth plus. deposit. Call 753Centers' What about the
ing
4661.
paperwork that s usually involvUnfurnished five bedioom
ed' Get the rump on these and
house- central- gas heat, ideal
other questions by calling Cenfor large family or several intury 21 Loretta lobs Realtors.
dividuals. 753-5791
at 753-1492 INe-hay,.e lust this
kind,of infoirnation that makes, , your house hunting easier
36. For Rent Of Lease
Only $9500 buys 12x55 mobile
Mint
home on 2 wooded lots Central
heat, community water Shout
Warehouse
Realty. 1912 Coldwater Rd..
Storage Space
753-0186 120
For Rent
753-4750

37. Livestock-Supplies
Good Timothy and clover tray
for sale Call 753-5532 after 6
pm

Cat. KIPPUR AINUT
Auk ,••••••• awry.
Aweiiiser
et, ivolii179?91116or,1110 3713
South •soKen

t
We're sold on your house
before
we
sett
it.
,.Our
theory
is
AKC German Shepherd pupsimple We take the time -to
pies, --also guard dogs 554know your house price it cor2153.
rectly. and discover it's distincBeginning dog obedience
tive features Because 441-re
classes, all dogs from two monsold on it. its much easier to
- -His up- are---trailiable,--Have-a- -find-The right-Fifers and-time- ---better behaved companion
,the sale Then we even save you
Cali 436-2858
time after the sale' by helping
With time-cortsumint paperBasic and Advanced dog_pbewort% It's all a matter of spenthence classes and private inding our time wisely so it
, structions. Also tracking and
doesn't waste yours This is lust
protectipUtaining All breeds.
Pottier reason stotrshoultroltantatesion't'2 months up. Century 21 toretta Jobs
Professional instructor, 436Realtors today at 753-1492.
2858.
We're _the- Neighborhood ProDobermans. AKC, housebroken,
fessionals.obedience trained, sub-novice
Waterfront home . You've
level.'Right price for right perdreamed of Owning your own
son.(901)642-9122
home on a large waterfront lot
Sharris Soap 1 Shape. 104 N
and
reing able to watch the
13th. 7510556. Call for an apsun rise glisten across the still
pointment to have your dog
lake! Well here is is: 2 acres on
groomed.
the bank of deep - water with
43. Real Estate
TVA dock permit, spacious 7
room home which will allow
How does this grab you? 3
y rt-- a-add-your own fninishing
bedroom 1 bath, brick home
touches.
ApPhances included.
Excellent
on large lot
Central electric heat and air is
Offered at
neighborhood
supplemented by a wood burnLocated 1621
$28.500
ing stove. Call Spann Realty
Catalina Strout Realty. 1912
Associates, 753-7724.
_f,nldrater Rd.. 753-0186. 116.
Field Service Specialist Deportment of Special Education, College of
Human Development and Learning Murray State University (Half
time position special pratati-ftinding ends in lunel
Masters degree in special education required, with 3 to 5 years
experience with severe population Duties primorly involve assisting
teachers in the development ond education of indivtduol Educational
plans for severlyiiprofoundly handicapped children Must be willing
to travel Salary 5700 per month Applications must be received by
Feb 8. 1980 Send applications arid VITA to Chairman Department
Special (ducation, Murrat State University, Murray Kentucky
42011
INSU Is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

Join with one of the Nations largest retailers in h
business of your own. We are looking for an individual to own and operate a retail tire, appliance
and catalog order center in Murray, Ky. Business is
established 'with good base to build from.
Reasonable investment. Interested parties reply to

1.-I1 b...

.1 it'll I:\

k

Richard Clerk -Thstrictbionager
Box 546
Manchester,In 37355
t615)728-9887

RD

1

1 hursdas . Januar) .11, 1950

PAr.t., it 1HE MI. KRA

PUT IT IN THE
43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

!si
NF.AR DO% !si
Investment opportunity with this large older
home near downtown.
Excellent room arrangement for professional offices or apartments. Also garage
behind
apartment
main home included in
package. Prier now
only $45,000.

43. Real Estate

AL.ln M. L. ileei Murray with
t.bout 25 acres tillable river
oottom Only $685 per acre
)trout Realty 1912 Coldwater
kd 1530186 121
A goad value for investment
Older home in good part of
'awn Could be made into 3
rental units Strout Realty
1912 Coldwater Rd 1530186
22

COMMERCIAL
PfitIPERTY
4000 Square feet
sulated metal building
on 1'2 acres located on
busy highway: 4 miles
from Murray. Priced
below replacement
cost - 60's. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
for full time real
estate service.

A joy to own 12x65 mobile
home with nice den and 2426
scaped 125x235 lot Only
$24500 Strout Realty 1912
Coldwater Rd 753-0186 124
_ Pontoon IL Thornton
hisonsace
Reel Estate
Southside Court Square
Marrey, Kimstecky
753-4451

)
:4Liesita
753-1222

SUPER STARTER
HOME
Neat two bedroom at
listed. House has family room with a wood
burning fireplace,
covered patio, carport, garage, and outside storage. House
sits on a nicely landscaped 1 acre lot.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for fulltime Heal Estate Ser-

Fall House Cleaning
Walls, windows, floors and Carpets. gutters. FTee
estimates'. Insured and experienced. Call day Of
night:

759-1176
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
201 Walnut Streit

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 015:00
PRICE SHAVE 75'

(4411 pl•••• call 7334443 *so day P. odhreat• 116.«,
Loryk•

411AWAIIiit1b

7

d re$41Y
i
9

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES AT
HAWAIIAN TROPIC
-•

Don Faughn Enterprises, Inc.
One of the nation's leading distributors of suntan
products, is now interviewing for the postionis )
listed below. If your qualifications meet the indicated requirements, please apply in person at our
personnel office.'
Accounting Clerk/Secretary-Typist
Immediate opening for personist interested in a
variety, of
OaarrIkItg oPPorunities. Requires afTeasr2 years Of rent office
experience, basic working knowledge of accounting, typing 60 wpm with a heavy form application.
Shorthand not required but a plus. Sound knowledge
of English usage and grammar Is a must. These are
responsible positions with good growth potential,
salary commensurate with experience, including a
fully paid benefit package.
Clerk Typist/Full-time and Seasonal
Requires at least 1 year of recent office experience, typing 60 wpm, and form application.
Sound knowledge of English usage and grammar is
a must. These are responsible positions with good
growth potential. Salar-Y commensurate with experience. Full-time positions include fully paid
benefit package.
Warehouse Persons/Full-time and Seasonal
We are seeking a few exceptional people. Responsible persons will possess prior wareWuse experience and be Inowledgeable in the following
areas: tow motor operation, semi spotting, packaging, inventory control, and UPS-common carrier
labeling. These are responsible positions with good
growth 'potential. Salary, commensurate with expreditlirtr-include fully paid
perience. Full-time benefit package.
p.m.
Flours: Mon-Fri.8:00 a.m.-5:00
Apply by phone or in person
Monday-Friday
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.Only
7534362
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Route 8, Andrus Avenue

Don

Faughn Enterprises,
Inc.
4.111

1410-

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

57. Wanted •

tree Mobile home anchors and
LdrPVI
Will haul driveway white ruck Wanted
Unwanted farm
Here it is' Approximately 7500
estimat. satisfied references underpinning aluminum or and Ag lime also have any type animals and towi It you have.
to
Ready
shop
Also
patio
fiberglass
awnings
sq ft car repair
cleandry
or
gravel
steam
pea
white
Vibra-Vacs
brown or
carports single or double6 of do backhoe stiwk Call animals that are ii need 01 a
start with repair shop, body
mg. Call Leek Carpet Cleaning, and
Also
good home call 435-4598 after
Glover
lack
7511873
shop plrit shop, tire shop.
153-5827
Roger Hudson 753-4545 Of 5 pm No dogs or cats please
pm
and 3 offices On corner of 2
/53-6763
Concrete and block.mork Block
blacktop roads, only 3 miles
Painting Paperhanging Corn
garages basements. driveways.
from Murray Call for informaor residential Free
walks patios. steps. free mercial
tion Strout Realty. 1912 Col/59.198)
estimates
.
estimates 753-5476.
dwater Rd.. 753-0186. 126
e
r
tt
5n3g-5:7
ma
6. removing
ie
7i
t
.m
m
s
Tree
eite
i
Carpentry service Whatever
,Also light hauling
Free
your needs. old or new. quality
work Call 153-0565.
105 N. 12th Street
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
We
jammed?
Shutter
153-8080
rates, prompt and efficient ser
can repair.
Carpet Care 489
Custom
vice.
1
0,
BOYD-klAi
2774.
CARTER STUDIO
REAL ESTATE
and
rocked
white
Driveways
753-8298
304 Main
753-8080
"
graded. free estimates. Clifford
ices
S.rs
rune/nil
Pr of
Garrison, 753-5429, after 4
'Good news? Better check it_out first.
With The Friendiy Touch"
.Will do plumbing and heating
pm.
repairs and remodeling around
Trucks
49. Used Cars
call
work
carpenter
For all your
home Call 753-2211 or
the
1974 Ford Custom 75.000 Morris Wilson 753-2988.
IN THE COUNTRY: LOW TAXES
THI7LEVEL
753-9600.
Vista
wagon,
1975 Olds station
miles.
Spacious 3 BR., B.V.
435-4134_
3'2
miles, Northwest of Murray, good 3-bedroom
Cruiser, tilt, cruise, moon roof,
Will do babysitting days in myl
and frame tri-level o '
home recentlitgiarpeted and redecorated.
frame
Griggs
-'9,...kassenger, excellent condi- For sale: Wrecker One ton Ford
home Call 437-4117
1'2 acres, wooded lot.
On 22 acres, 300' ft. of blacktop highway frontage,
Painting, Remodeling,
tion, $2400. Call 753-1463 trucck with 440 Holmes
Writ haul anything that fits +n aSo mud' quality,
some timber,several outbuildings. ONLY 32,000:
& Reciair - -after 7 pm or it-5 159-1700. . wrecker with doltres. -clot tot
pickup and will also do odd
All work guaranteed
fireplace, lovely
tanks, bar light and extras.
Small or Big Jobs
jobs. large or small Call 753Save, Save! Ford Executive Call 753-2486 after 5 30 pm.
carpeting, formal din5857.
21
753790
car.
1979 Lincoln 4-doom Towne
ing room, unique kit1973 International Travelall
One of the last of the full size truck, model 1010 8 cylinder.
(hen
cabinets,
Wet basement7vWe make wet
cars. Loaded with extras in- automatic transmission, air
basements dry work completeeconomical heat
cluding real leather seats. Stick conditioned, radio heater, FHA homes built, farms taken ly guarenteed Call or write
pump. Call today
care of. work guaranteed. Call Morgan Construciion Co
price, $15,500. will sell or
about this one.
power, clean. Anxious to sell,
trade for $9500. Has only $1195. Call 75143050 or 153 527-1087, Reed Construction.
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah
.
conFord,
Parker
Sears
miles.
Sears.
by
11,000
Guttering
42001, or call day or night.
KY
GOOD
6500.,
BUDGET MINDED
753-5273.
tinous gutters installed per 1-442-7026
INVESTMENT
Set fur_y_aurselL iLre,al_ bay at •011.13,
.11...21h St1978 K5 Blazer 4 wheel drill
eR-Settr3speertivittens-G
plenty of zip, z4 mpg, air. 4-speed with lockout hubs. air,
Near KenIake Resort,
$15,900. This 3 bedroom home, is nicely carpeted,
Will do sewing and alterations
2
regular gas, wedge shape, white spoke wheels, new white
has new plumbing, electric heat, carport with
wooded acres off
Also specialize in making
521-1087.
Call
nights
$3850.
trouble" gettingthings uniforms. Call 437-4401
Having
storage,on shady lot near downtown.
ideal
94
E.
Hwy.
letter tires, 28,000 miles. If inbuilding site has 2 sepBarbara Erwin 753-4136
Audra Moody 753-9036
1972 Volkswagen Super Beetle. terested call 753-5770 after 6 done around the home! Plumb- Will trade carpentry. plumbing
mg. carpentry, roofing?' Call
tic tanks, 2 trailer
Warren Shropshire 753-8277 Reuben Moody 753-9036
new tires, completely rebuilt pm.
arid odd jobs for merchandise
.B. Hook 753-2387
Homer Miller 753-7519
hookups, 2 wells, only
motor, body excellent. 753- 1960 Model School Bus. Call 753-8950.
or task Free estimates. Call
$7,900.
9507. •
753-8021 or 753-6860. Insulation blown in by Sears. 759.17991976 Vega stabonwagon, ex- Chestnut Gen. Baptist Church. save on these high heatiog and
753cellent condition. Call 753- 1947 One ton truck mint con- cooling bills. Call Sears.
estimates.
free
for
2310.
7534080
7853.
dition. Call 753-3672
K & B Construction, aluminum
Trucks
Used
50:
Sale
For
Lots
44.
51. Campers
vinyl, and steele siding
Excellent lots in Bagwell 1978 Chevy Blazer, 4-wheel 1977 Brohm motor home,' Remodeling, room additions
RAIN OR SHINE
10;00A.M.
SAT.,FEB.2, 1980
Manor water and sewer. drive, low mileage. excellent sleeps 6, all extras on 1971 roofing. Free estimates. Call
Gargus
Ctiester
Mrs.
OWNERS: Mr.&
blacktop. Murray High School condition. Call 382-2174.
Ford chasisr excellent ,buy, 395-4967.
district Starting at .$4500. 1976 Chevrolet pickup. many $11,500..Cantact Howard Bran- Licensed electrician. Prompt
Selling the going business of Jordan Grocery building and stock - equipment,
Contact Howard Brandon. 753- extras. Call 753-3213 or 753- don, 753-4389.
double wide (24'x61') mobile home - completely furnished:Storage building
efficent service. Reasonable
4389
6012.
For sale: Topper for long wheel rates. Call Ernest White 753Location: Close to corner of Jordan Hwy.(21 N.) and State Line Rd: r-Liwy. 1161
0605.
4CHomes For Sale
1967 pickup. $600 Call /59- base truck. $75 759-1322.
Smiles from Union City, Tenn.,on Kentucky side.
For sale 3 bedroom duplex 1306 after-5 pm.
See the new Prowler trailers for Licinsed Electrician and gas inREASON FOR SELLING: MOVING TO FLORIDA
with central heat and air with 1978 Chevy Scottsdale. 4x4, 4- 1980 - Also many good -used stallation. heating installation
heat pump. all electric ap- speed, air, chrome wheels tilt trailers. Arrowhead Camper and repairs. Call 753-7203.
pliances, refrigerator, stove, steering. 14,000-acttral miles, Sales, Highway 80 East,
dishwasher, garbage disposal, excellent condition, sharp. Call Mayfield, KY 247-8187 "
Will haul driveway
and drapes. Call 753-7947.
498-852$.
white rock and ag
52. Boats and Motors
lime. Also have washHouse for sale by owner. 106 S 1975 Cherokee Chief jeep. 2- 1979 57 ft. Carlcraft
Union City, Tenn.
206 W. Washington Ave.
ed gravel.
13th St Call 753-0305.
door, quadratrack, 4x4, good houseboat. 350 twin engine
489-2372
Call
House for sale, PI acres, 3 condition. Call 753-8754 alter crusaders, 75 Kohler generator
Phones: Office: 901-885-6600 HOME: 5800
RONNIE PEA
bedrooms. 2 baths, carport, 5 pm.
flying bridge 2 marine radios
aluminum sided, outside 1974 Chevy 4x4, ps, pb, dual depth finder. compass built in
storage '527-3311. ...
tanks and topper. $2350. Call Stereo. Sleeps 12. Shown by
appointment, 354-6130.
Unfurnished fige bedroom 753-8572.
house. central gas heat, ideal 1979 Datsun King cab, 10 For sale: 1979 14 ft. towline
for large family or several in- miles, 50.000 miles extended fishing boat. semi-V bottom
dividuals. 753-5191.
warranty. $5300 ear best offer. with 20 hp Mercury motor. Call
753-3030
753-6912.
47-.Nitorcycles
1. How can you make money?
53.
truck.
Services Offered
pickup
Ford
F-250
1970
2500
400,
1977 Kawaski KZ
ANS: You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are gathering
miles excellent condition with $600. Call 753-4652 between AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel
dust in your basement,attic and garage and putting.them up for sale.
8 and 4:30.
helmet $900 Call 753-6059
mg
maintenance
and
How can you save money?
2.
For sale: 1975 Ford 34 ton References Guaranteed work
48. Auto. Services
the classified ad
ANS: You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that
pickup, power steering and Free estimates Call 753-8948
to sell all those items you
February
of
.
month
the
during
having
is
Times
&
Ledger
the
department'of
_
.
MKNELIN MINIM
or 753-2501 after 5 pm
brakes. $2400. 759-1322. '
have gathered together.
C
CARROLL
3. How good a business person are you?
TIRE
a
0
FREE
business advertising on the Classified
SERVICE
ANS: You can prove that you are good in business by running your
MILE
20
fourth day your classified ad will
Every
February'.
of
month
Pages of The Ledger & Times during the
P. YOUR out AND
11
of your ad every fourth day.
cost
entire
the
save
you
that
means
This
size.
DELIVERY
of
regardless
TRUCK
FREE
LIGHT
run
you are a regular customer
If
discounts.
usual
the
all
receive
you
and
Prices remain the same as usual
TIRE DEALER
753-0984
for February you will automatically
scheduled
already
is
advertising
your
and
section
classified
the
of
1105 POGUE
▪ receive the benefits from this sale.
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x24. Also barn style, of753 1489
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-one, and patios, or U4. What are the details of this sale?
MICHELIN MICHELIN
BUILD, pre-cut completely reedy to assent* up to 24
ANS: The sale is open to everyone:
,
Pia of Sears_snow Awardsx 60-.ivy the best for is.
NI
2P
s,
QOM P100111,3 P.M. Tit SON
studded, size G18-14
mounted on Pontiac wheels.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Real good, $40. Call 436-5582.
Lledflin g

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

50. Used

V1(12.

Pot 11•041•10

53. Services Offered

4ree4

ECONOMICALLY
SPEAKING
Three bedroom house
on 2 acre lot located on
Utterback Road just
north of Murray. The
home has 1,772 Al ft.
of living area, new
roof, and has been
recently insulated.
Priced at only $26,000.
Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222 for all your
Real Estate needs.

NEW OfFKE 1101MS:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noun
Pelee of
HAIRCUT $1.25

.I. 1 Iii
I,

MOBILE HOME AND
GROCERY BUSINESS AUCTION

RALPH ADAMS AUCTION
& REAL ESTATE CO.,INC.

Make Money By Saving!

1

The Sale is open to everyone, for every

49. Used Cars
"1968 ChevroTel' Impala. new
tires. $400. Call 753-4094
after4 pm.
1975 Cutlass. Call 753-5079.
1976 Chevette for sale. 1974
Mustang II Chia for sale. Call
489-2_133 or 489-2769.
1977 Caprice estate wagon.
$3150. Phone 753-6831.
1973 Cutlass S. needs engine.
$400. Call 753-1646.
1975 Chrysler Cordoba. air,
power steering. brakes, and
windows. cruise, valure interior, new tires. Call 753-8449
or 489-2604.
For sale, 1974 Honda Civic with
40 channel CB radio, 25.000
miles, $1800. Call 354-6136.
For sale: 1978 Mazda GIG, 4speed, 29,000 actuaL,Riles,
new radial tires, radio. txcellent condition. Call 4928475 after 5 pm.
Classic,
1974
filttlitu
automatic, air, steering,
brakes, new tees, good condition. 753-1804 or 753-0521.
Must sell. 1965 Buick stationwagon, good condition. Will accept best offer. 753-9413.
1973 Opel 1900 series,
automatic, good gas mileage,
_4dcondition. $l00 43k.
4578 after 6 pm. s
1975 Rabbit, runs good, needs,
some body work. $180Q. Call..
753-7902 before 5. and 436- 2862 after 5 pm.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., Feb. 2, 1980

9:00 A.M.

LOCATION: Halfway between Greenfield 8 McKenzie
off Hwy. 124. From McKenzie turn left at Scarbrough
Bros. Equip. Co. at Auction Sign. 1 mile on the
Christmasville Rood at the Russell Crocker Farm.
This is one of the largest amount of items to be auctioned at any sale in this area. We are planning- at
least 3 separate auctions in which to sell the merchandise. The next sale date will be Feb. 9 at 9:00 a.m.
Antiques-Household Fernishings-Guns & Artemobiles
RCA color TV (25" w/antenno and rotary-real nice) - 3 nougahyde
bar stools like new - assortment of occasional chairs - large stereo
%v./radio, record player & tape deck - pole lamp - 3 pc: dining room
suite w/6 choirs - GE refrigerator - elect. range - deep freeze - Kenmore automatic washer - Kenmore automatic dryer - several mirrors
of all sizes, assortment of pictures - cedar chest - 3 pc, bedroom
suite complete - vanity & table lamps - elect. heaters - window fans
- gun rock - books & bookcase -quilts - dish cabinet - dishes & cooking utensils - tier table - pressure cooker - flower pets of all kinds Cub Cadet, lawn mower - gun cases - assortment of shot guns &
rifles - elect, sewing machine in cabinet - several antique clocks.
round antique table- coffee & end tables - nougohyde hide-a-bed.
many antique choirs & rockers- iron tea kettles - dinner bell - antique dishes & cooking utensils - antique stool - non skillets & bakers
- several wash kettles - treadle sewing machine - 3 pc. antique
bedroom suite (nice) - antique wardrobes - antique picture frames &
dolls - oval top trunk - several childrens rockers (some old) - high
choir - churn dasher - several antique radios some w/horns - straight
choirs- antique desk - antique shaving-set • antique chifforobe iron beds- Victorian choir - mail beds - oil lamps - alodden lamps
roiling pins - antique high bock beds - pie safe • 1-model coils & con
parts - KO tongs • ice box - sausage mill - several used COrs - op,
proximately 20 hens kroosters - millions of items 1101 listed.
Come prepared to stay oil day. lunch available Next sale will consist of tools, some household items and antiques Over 50 years of
collecting. Reason for sole to settle estate.
•
Sib Cessimted By

bid's AuCtion.ConIP.G.MY.
Russell 1.. Crocker Heirs, Owners
- McKenzie, Tennessee

COI. lefts T. Reed- AftIlower
Woos W. 151, Illeissitio, Testa., P. 352-352/
IT PATS TO Nava AN AUCTION

section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:

v Ads must run three consecutive days.
changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. Days
paid
3
6
9
Of,

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

S. What do you gain from this sale?
ANS: YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read section
of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined orkly by the amount of advertisin.
you decide to do.
_

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
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The News In Brief

,
NATIONAL
By The Assosciated Press
Winter's first hefty blast
laid a glaze of ice over much of
the South today after flooding
spawned by drenching add
leaving nine people dead and
forced thousands from their
homes in Mexico's northern
Baja Peninsula. At least 15
weather-related deaths have
been reported in the United
States since Tuesday as a
storm Moved across the West
through Oklahoma, Arkansas,
Tennessee and into West
Virginia, disrupting travel,
snapping trees and power
lines and closing schools.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON AP — The
spotted
States
United
suspicious Soviet military
activity near Afghanistan
months ago and warned the
Kreminlin repeatedly that
armed intervention would
have serious consequences,
the State Department's top
Soviet expert says.
The matter was not
ignored.; it was. ... taken
seriously," Dr. Marshall
Shulman tad the Ho-use
Foreign Affairs subcommittee
On the Mideast. •
Shulman, chief Soviet policy
adviser to Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance, said the Soviet
-Union grossly,underestimated

By The Associated Press
New fikhting is reported in
rebellious Kurdistan, in
western Iran, along with
WASHINGTON I A P I — clashes atTehran University.
At least 10 persons were
Congressional investigators
say U.S. refiners took more killed and 20 injured Wedthan $3 billion in unwarranted nesday in battles between
Ruholl_ah
profits last year through Ayatollah
unjustified price increases for Khomeini's revolutionary
guardsmen and Kurdish
heating oil and diesel fuel. -The increases will add about rebels-, reports reaching
$130 to this winter's fuel bill Tehran said.
Kurds and other ethnic
for the typical American
family using heating oil, the Minorities in Iran have been
batting the central governinvestigators say.
An industry group said the ment for more autonomy for
rising cost of crude oil was centuries, and Khomeini's
responsible for higher fuel regime has been plagued by
prices, and a leading supplier the same insurrections since
said Irices had .not kept up his revolution ousted Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
wiefinehistry costs.
nearly a yeas ago.
INTERNATIONAL
reaction to its invasion by the
United States and much of the
rest of the world.

TVA Directors Delay
Action On Two Programs
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Hampered by icy weather,
Tennessee
the
Valley
Authority's directors delayed
action Wednesday on two
energy programs but agreed
to sell more bonds for nuclear
power plant construction.
With two of three directors
present, the group decided to
postpone starting a - conservation program to inspect
and certify new homes for
their energy efficiency.
Director Richard M. Freeman
said the seven-state goverrent utility wants to take
another look at what other
federal agencies more involved in housing are doing

Dr. Wagner Elected Head
Of Guidance Association
Dr. Tom L. Wagner, and Guidance Counselors with
assistant professor in the 112 members.
Department of Professional
Dr. Wagner has been active
Studies at Murray State in the local state and national
University, has been elected personnel and guidance
as 1979-80 chapter president of associations as a government
the Western Kentucky Per- Jiaison. He was instrumental
sonnel
and
Guidance in promoting Cong. Carl
Association(WKPG A ).
Perkins' efforts in the newly
This is one of the largest introduced House Bill 5477,
state chapters of Personnel "Elementary
School

Guidance and Counseling
Incentive Act of 1979," a
spokesman said.
The newly elected president
counselor
a
is
and
psychologist
and
has
presented numerous regional,
state, and national lectui'es and workshops in the field of
counseling.

Chapter Wins
Physics Award

cameRon

MtTeHELt„ Ky.
1AP) — The Thomas More
College chapter of the Society
of Physics Students is the 1980
winner of the Marsh W. White
Award given by the American
Institute of Physics.
The award is given to
projects designed to promote
interest in physics among
students and the public.

iGhLanbea
ouse

Jefferson St. Cadiz, Ky.
Gracious Dining - Scottish Decor
Reservations Accepted 1-522-3630
6
• Invites you to dine with us and enjoy

Hog Market

PIPER AND DANCERS FROM SCOTLAND
which are a part of
the Regimental Band of the
Kings Own Scottish Borderers
Sunday, February 3, 1980
11:30 a.m. — 2:00 p.m.
Friday. February 15. 1980
5:00 p.m. — 9:00 p.m.

Make your reservations early call(502)522-3630

Federal-State Market News Service
January 31, 1900
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes-6 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act. 230 Est. 550 Barrows di
Gilts steady Sows mostly $10042.00
*higtier
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. -Sr 25-37 50few 37.75
US 2200.240 lbs
$37.00-37.25
US 2-3240-230 lbs
1136.00.37.00
US 2-4 200-290 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 Z70-350 lbs
.. 631 00-32_00
US 1-3300-450 lbs
$.00-31.00
29
US 1-3 450-500 lbs
US 1-3 500-650 lbs
.0
$:
111e
t. w 3550
$13. ''
00
mostly 34.00-35 00
US 24 300-500 lbs.
*2100-2900
Boars 23 00-26 00

9-9 N-S
1-6 Sunday

COAST TO COAST STORES
total hardware

Central
Center
Gal

Gal

849

999

Sale
Mastercraft
Flat Interior
Paint

Sale
Soft Touch
Latex
Flat Enamel
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Non yellowing
Easy to moo*.
White and ale mired coiCqs
Gal 548 6113. 6170 thru
6444
59 49
• Medium deep and ultra deep
tint base. 548 6105 6121 59 49
6139

elevtanteed one coat
Onus hard anctsrnootr
Soap and water clean up
Easy to awl)
,
Gal 550-6001 550-601 9
550-6027

MASTERCRAFT
Gal
Gal

-1099

Sale
Soft Touch
Semi-Gloss
Enamel '

•
•
•
•
•

Q49
Sale

ir
Mastercraft
Interior
Semi-Gloss
Latex

\,

Guaranteed one coat
Easy clean up
Easy to apo1y
Dries hard and St,1001
Gal Whde or mad tint base
549-6021. 6013

before proceeding.
A three-year program to
eatherize 1,000 rental
housing units in Memphis also
os deferred.
The meeting originally was
st•heduled for HopkinsVille,
K)., but was switched • to
TV A's headquarters in
because of bad
10013
1 11e
eather.
TVA Chairman S. David
Freeman missed the meeting
because of the weather.
tl,Jieral Manager Bill Willis
said TVA now plans to hold its
next board of directors
meeting Feb. 21 in Hopkinsville.
The new home conservation
program was aimed at efil
(.ouraging the construction
industry to build more energyeffiett,tiv
Freeman said TVA wants to
see what conservation efforts
other agencies such as the
Housing
-Federal
Administration and Farmers
Hume Administration are
implementing so it can avoid
duplicating their efforts.
Freeman and Director Bob
(lenient approved selling
another half billion dollars in
bonds to finance the continued
construction of six new
nuclear plants.
The new borrowing, at an
interest rate of 11',2 percent,
41.ses TVA'R total.deb.W110.5
billion. TVA plans to borrow
another $11-2 billion in 1980 for
its construction program.
The two directors also
approved the purchase of 812.8
million in spare parts for
TVA's Colbert, Shawnee,
Galatin and Paradise coalfired power plants and $14.7
million in concrete and
equipment for its Yellow
Creek nuclear plant under
construction in Mississippi.

'July 14 To Be
Effective Date Of
Assembly Legislation
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP ) —
Thc attorney general's office
s that. the effective date of
t.cislative enacted in the 1980
ession will be July 14,
issuming that the General
Assembly adjourns April 15.
The advisory opinion to Vic
Hellard, 'director of the
Legislative Research Commission.
The opinion said there
should be no financial
problems even though that
date will be after the next
fiscal year begins July 1
because one way or another
the law provides for proper
appropriations.

Stock Market
Prices of stocks d local interest at
n000, EST, today, tarnished to the Murray Ledger & Timm by Irks al
Michigan Corp., of Murray, are as
loileest
Industrial Average'''
Ar Products ___.
American Motors.
. .
Ashland
American Telephone .
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G Al'
General Care
General Dynamics
General Motors
Generbl Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Hardees
Heublein IBM
Kmart
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wendys

_ +683
la's
.
. 114 -4
414 -'4
50,5 *S
le%
34

+'l
+4

164 unc
12/
3
4 -2
534 um
17% +'.
2o..„ +11
1744 4- '4
144 -. 4
. 32 +11
70%. -,.
2111 + ks
34.-. + Ns
3044 unc
3135 +11
No Trade
II'sH 124A

Deaths & Funera s
Mrs. Bueen Dies
This Morning At
Paducah Hospital
Mrs. James Hugh Eris)
Burkeen of Dexter Route 1
died today about 8 a.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, where she had
undergone surgery on Jan. 21.
She was 55 years of age.
Born Sept. 17, 1924, she was
the daughter of the • late
William Urban Weatherford
and
Monico Henderson
Weatherford.
Mrs. Burkeen is survived by
her husband, James Hugh
Burkeen, to whom she was
married in August 1939; four
daughters—Mrs. Dan Linda )
Black, Hardin, Mrs. Torn
Meliodean) Nanwey. Hardin
Route 1, Mrs. Ronnie
r arrettrt Ptawers,
field, Tenn., and Mrs. Mark
Jennie) Carroll, Dexter
Route I; two sons,. Billy and
Jim Burkeen, Dexter Route 1.
The Calloway woman is also
survived by one sister. Mrs.
Loudean Walker, Paducah:
three brothers--Coda and
Larry Weatherford, Murray
Route 5, and James Dale
Weatherford, Murray; four
granddaughters—Mrs. Keith
Dana, Norwood. Kathy and
Karon Burkeen, and Tarruny
Nanney; two grandsons,
Robert Grant Black and
Lance_ Riirbeen• -uue great„
granddaughter, Emily Dawn
The I.inn Funeral Home of
Benton will have charge of the
funeral
and
burial
arrangements.

Funeral Is Friday
At Local Chapel
For Thomas Crass

Memorial Services
For Mrs. Summers
Planned Saturday

Memorial services for Mrs.
Word has been received of
Agnes Summers of Murray the death Of Percy L. Wallace,
Route 6 have been scheduled brother of- Hugh (Doc)
for Saturday, Feb. 2, at 11 WaIlace of Murray Route 8,
a.m. at the chapel of the J. H. who died Wednesday about 10
Churchill Funeral Home with a.m. at the Pontiac General
the Rev. William Cox of- Hospital, Pontiac, Mich.
ficiating.
A resident of Pontiac, Mich.,
Mrs7 Slimmers, 75, died he was 67 years of age and a
Suhday, Jan. 27, at 7:34 pin. retired employee of General
at the Murray-Calloway, ',1ntitrs,. Born Dec. 14, 1912, at
County Hospital. Her body Golden Pond, Ky., he was the
was transferred to Chicago. son of the late Roy Tub)
HL for burial in the Oak Ridge Wallace and Jessie Cun('emetery in Hillside, Ill.
ningham Wallace.
She is survived by to - He is survived by his wife,
daughters,
Mrs. .1.inda Mrs,
Virgivia
Jackson
Sawicki, Murray Route 6, and Wallace, and one son, Bill
Mrs. - , Virginia
Boston, Jacicson Wallace, Pontiac,
Countryside, Ill.; one qan- Mich.; one sister, Mrs.
dchild,..Teri Sawicki, Murray Florene
Wintermute,
Route 6.
Dickerville, Mich.; two
brothers,
Hugh
!Doc)
Wallace, Murray Route 8, and
Harry (Budge) Wallace,
Pontiac, Mich.
-The body is being returned CHF:SCEN1' SPRINGS, Ky. to the Goodwin
Funeral Home,
r A P ) -- The Acres for
(•adiz, but funeral and burial
Development-Kentucky Inc., arrangements
are incomplete.
development firm has filed a
lawsuit in federal court in
Cincinnati over a boundary
disagreement at a Boone
LOUISVILLE:. Ky
AP - USDA County subdivision.
Estimated receipts cattle and calve' 50,
The suit seeks to force 1.8LS snow over trade area virtually
etmunated tate-teeek cattle
not
Enterprises of Sharonville, enough 4 any cla.ss sold fur areceipts;
price tett
Hugs 200, limited barrows and Ole
fiErrto arbitrate-asettlement
tileady 1-2 210-245 lb 39 00-39 05. 2-3 00.
of the dispute and to prevent 23)
lb 34 004640, sous near steady; 1-2
the Ohio company from 300480 lb 29 75-32.00, 500 lb 3500. utility
300-400
lb 15 00-21 00. boars over 300
pursuing legal action in Boone
County Court.
Sheep, none

Development Firm
Files Suit

Livestock Market

Prices Good Thru Feb. 17th
HUCK'S
TWIN CHILLI

The funesral for Thomas
. Crass of 412 North Fourth
Street, Murray, will be held
Friday at 1 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. William
McKinney officiating.
Pallbearers will be Randall
Crass,
Wendell
Pace,
Raymond Jones, Allen Ray
Jones, Toy Lee Barnett, and
Steve Barnett. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
filneral home after 5 p.m.
today )Thursday Y.
Mr. Crass, 59, died Wednesday at 6 a.m. at the
Veterans Hospital, Louisville.
His wife, Mrs. Annie B. Crass,
died Oct. _27, 1978. A veteran of
World War II, he was a
disabled retired employee of
the Murray Water & Sewer
System.
He is survived by one son,
Hugh ,Gray Crass. and .one
grandson, Randall Crass,
Benton Route 3; two sisters,
Mrs. Eula Ross, Murray, and
Mrs. Bailey Barnett, Murray
Route 8; three sisters-in-law—
Mrs. Maudie Crass and Mrs.
Manatte Pace, Murray, and
Mrs. Johnnie Crass, Danville.

CHEESE
DOG
1 09
p.

-rwir"

110E112#

CHEF PIERRE

PIE
APPLE, CHERRY OR PECAN

59

Dance Planned At
Jaycee Building
A dance featuring the band,
"Twice As Nice," will be held
at the Murray Jaycee
Highway.121 North,
on Saturday, Feb.-2, from 8
p.m. to midnight.
The public is invited to
attend, a spokesman said.

COFFEE
3217

1O

• Goes on smooth and semi glossy
'•
• Easy to clean up
• COnitS in loft 30 mmn
• Gal White or colors 5446612 6646 to 6/29 $841
• Moodrum, deep and ultra dole
tint base 544-6804, 8620..
410 49 & $1089
6638

1

Percy L. Wallace
Dies; Was Brother
Of Hugh Wallace

Gal

599
Sale
MASTINKRAFT
Texture Paint
• Seat lot Coveting old sur
faces
• Create your own tortured pat
tarn
• Eat. to dean up
• 1 gal 555-6915

el
SOb

4
1

A 4• nylon wall brush 100‘ tapered nylon for all'woes
of paint 584 1705
▪ 1/
1
2" angular nylon txush 100% nylon for applyrng
types of paint to window sash and MT 584-4303

Gal

549
Sale
Quality
Interior Flat
2
99
Sale
Stoller and Tray Set
eamtong es paver with the Podco paint roller and tray set Includes
9..n rooter pan dewye roller cover andiram• 586 4632

•
•
•
•

In140.0, M41.1a pain,
Dr.% quickly.
Scan wewevernse.e4W-#‘
5466016

Broadway At 14th
Paducah,Ky.42001
502-442-7083

Vonve/nience STORES
FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES
OPEN 6 A.M. Til 1 1 P.M.
OPEN 365 Days
Corner of
Glendale & Whitnell
(Behind Big John's)

